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The Way It HAS to Be
TV -1000 and TV -80

Audio Consoles

4Wheotitone
252-638-7000
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DIGITAL TELEVISION SOLUTIONS
Make a smooth and cost-effective transition to DTV

with proven solutions from Harris
Let the Harris FlexiCoderTM
ATSC MPEG-2 Encoding System
support your digital growth path
Selected as a
Broadcast
Engineering
Pick Hit at
NAB 1998,
"future -proof"
FlexiCoder can
solve your
immediate
needs for DTV
encoding and
simply lets
you plug in
additional
capabilities
when needed.
You can start with a single -channel SDTV or
HDTV system and upgrade to a redundant,
multi -channel configuration simply by adding
boards and software. FlexiCoder includes
monitoring decoders, system or board -level
redundancy, dual ATSC transport stream
output, SMPTE 310M ATSC output interface,
and external transport stream frequency
reference.
For more information, please fax us at 217-222-
0581.

Harris CD 'IA - broadcasting's
first second -generation ATSC
8-VSB exciter for DTV

The exciter is the most complex part of the
transmitter, so you don't want to take a chance
on unproved technology. The Harris CD 1A is
the industry's first second -generation ATSC
exciter. The heart of all Harris VHF and UHF
DTV transmitters, it builds on field -proven
Harris technology operating in more than 50
exciters worldwide. With CD 1A, Harris offers
even more features to maximize performance
and coverage. Learn why Harris DTV exciters
were used by six of the seven United States
experimental DTV stations and by HDTV
receiver manufacturers from France to Japan.
For more information, please fax us at 217-222-
0581.

Harris offers new
DTV white papers
Harris engineers have released new white
papers focusing on topics relating to digital
television. Papers include:
 A Fresh New Look at 8VSB Peak to

Average Ratios and Practical N+1, N-1
Combining Systems by Robert J. Plonka,
principal engineer.

 HDTV Broadcast of Major League
Baseball by Gerald W. Collins, director of
TV engineering.

 A Harris WAVESTAR UHF Traveling
Wave Array Antenna for Dual -Channel
DTV/NTSC Operation by Harris staff.

For a copy of any of these papers, please fax
your request to 217-222-0581.

Maximize performance and
coverage with the Harris
DiamondCD " UHF Solid State
DTV Transmitter

The DiamondCD Series was developed
especially for DTV. This modular system offers
exceptional redundancy, while its CD 1A
second -generation ATSC 8-VSB exciter
provides superb, field -proven performance.
Special features - including a power supply for
every two "smart" power amplifier modules -
ensure maximum coverage. Straightforward
controls and graphical diagnostics simplify
local and remote operation. Air cooling and
configuration flexibility simplify installation,
even in crowded transmitter buildings. See
why DiamondCD could be your best choice for
DTV. For more information, please fax us at
217-222-0581.

Harris/ITI DTV conversion studies
provide complete RF blueprint for
cost-effective DTV implementation
Harris has partnered with International Towers,
Inc. (ITI) to offer customized DTV conversion
studies. These studies consider every part of
the broadcaster's RF air -chain to provide a
comprehensive planning document outlining
various DTV implementation options. The
Harris/ITI studies include results, photos and
recommendations from a complete physical
tower inspection; a DTV RF proposal and
budgetary information for antenna,
transmission line, and transmitter; NTSC and
DTV antenna/transmitter summaries and
coverage estimates; a structural analysis and
modifications of the existing tower (including
proposed DTV equipment); tower location and
registration section based on differential GPS
measurements; tower -related budgetary prices,
and a preliminary installation schedule. For
more information, please fax us at 217-222-
0581.

Harris combined -channel antennas
can help alleviate tower problems
Harris offers a comprehensive range of
wideband antennas capable of combined -
channel operation, including:

UHF Dual -Channel Wavestar®, a slotted,
coaxial, center -fed antenna with a low-
windload design. This antenna is ideal for
stations with analog and lower -adjacent
(N-1) DTV channel assignments. Providing
exceptional aperture efficiency, this side -

mount antenna can replace an existing
single -channel antenna without adding
significant windloads to an existing tower.
UHF Deltawing, a line of wideband panel
antennas that can accommodate up to five
separate channels, whether they are
adjacent or
widely spaced.
These antennas
are available
for low -power
to high -power
(240 kW
average power)
applications.
While a
semiflexible
transmission
line is standard,
a rigid feed
system is
available and offers maximum reliability for
high -power applications. Deltawing
antennas offer enormous pattern flexibility,
and are well suited for stacked
arrangements.

 VHF Deltawing, wideband panel antennas
that are available for low -band and high -
band applications. These antennas, which
also lend themselves to combined
operation, can mount on existing towers
and are ideal for stacked arrangements.
Among other benefits, they are simpler -
and therefore more reliable - than dipole
antennas.

 VHF Batwing, turnstile antennas that are
capable of adjacent -channel (N+1 and N-1)
and multi -channel operation. These
antennas are ideal for top mount, side
mount and stacked arrangements.

For more information, please fax us at 217-222-
0581.

Harris adds DTV courses
to Training Center line-up
Harris has added two five-day courses to
support broadcasters in the conversion to DTV
to the curriculum roster at its Broadcast
Technology Training Center in Quincy, IL:

Intro to HDTV provides a roadmap to DTV
planning for engineers and first -line
managers. This course is designed to
provide a comfortable understanding of the
entire DTV system. Focuses include DTV
technologies (MPEG-2, 8-VSB, AC -3 Dolby®
audio), peak to average power, NTSC and
ATSC combining including N+1 and N-1,
coverage issues, and possible bottlenecks
and constraints.

 TV Systems and Installation aims to
prepare engineers and support staff to
design and install the second transmission
air -chain required during the DTV
conversion.

For additional information, please phone the
Harris Broadcast Technology Training Center at
217-221-7589 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. CDT
weekdays or check our website:
www.broadcast.harris.com.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION

3200 Wismann Lane
P.O. Box 4290

Quincy, IL 62305-4290 USA
TEL: +1 217 222-8200
FAX: +1 217 221-7085

3 HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions
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Digital Transport
Systems

MPEG-2 Digital
TV Test Equipment

Frnm the editor..

Welcome to Broadcast Engineering's annual Product

Source. Our goal is to provide you with the latest new

prcduct information in broadcast and production

technology.

This month, we focus on some of the hot new DTN,

products released at NAB. While the convention

looted to be the unofficial "launch" of digital

television, it was the selection of differing video

formats by the networks that received most of the

attention.

This significant divergence of opinion in the march

to DTV now forces technical managers to select

equipment carefully, lest they find

themselves format challenged.

Ah, but rest easy, my friend,

because you now hold in

your hands help in finding

the answers you need to

build that format -friendly facility.

As always, let me know what other

types of information you'd like included

in further issues of Broadcast Engineering.

Direct: brad_dick@compuserve.com

Web site: www.broadcastengineering.com

Ir-od 16"`/
Brad Dick, editcr
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Fu'inon's 19X.
The New Pro Standard!

D specifically for today's pro video gital cameras.
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lct Source
Digital Noise Reducers

Philips PreCast VsdB Series: the
PreCast multichannel noise
reduction system greatly improves
MPEG compression efficiency; the
multichannel noise reduction for
digital broadcast applications features
a 20% to 30% gain in MPEG
encoding efficiency; other features
include patented motion adaptive,
spatial and temporal filtering, as
well as FM sparkle, dirt and scratch
concealment; 801-977-1611;
fax 801-972-0837;
info@mail.phbtsus.com;
www.philipsbts.com

Circle 106 on Free Info Card

Mini Tools for Video
Applications

Kramer Tools: a line of miniature
devices for almost every
professional or consumer needs
including DA for video and audio,
Y/C line amplifiers, mechanical
switchers for composite and Y/C,
VGA distribution amplifier and a
switcher, a transmitter and a
receiver for twisted -pair AN and a
range of port extenders; some tools
have bandwidth of 280MHz and up
and can handle SDI signals with
no distortion; 908-735-0018 or
888-275-6311; fax 908-735-0515;
www.kramerelectronics.com

Circle 107 on Free Info Card

Audio Cable

Gepco International: reintroduces
its GEP-FLEX audio cable - now
with color -coded pair jackets to the
base -10 resistor color code; cable
consists of flexible outer jacket
compound surrounding the 618 (22
gauge), 724 (24 gauge) and 803 (26
gauge) series multipair audio cable;
used for remote applications and
permanent installation in recording
studios, radio stations and other
facilities; audio cable jackets are
identified with alphanumeric
surface print, inverted every inch;
312-733-9555; fax 312-733-6416;
www.gepco.com

Circle 108 on Free Info Card

High -Power Traveling
Wave UHF Slot Antenna

la)
Jampro JTW traveling wave
antenna: this antenna is available in
various patterns and polarizations
for effective broadcast coverage to
achieve maximum market
penetration; highly null -filled
vertical patterns, high -power
handling, high gains and single feed
point assure optimum pattern
performance and low VSWR; now
available for DTV applications;
916-383-1177; fax 916-383-1182

Circle 109 on Free Info Card

Digital Production
Switchers

Ross Video Synergy series: a family
of digital production switchers
designed for live news, live sports
and live production; over -the -
shoulder boxes, picture freezes,
repositioning of keys, pushes and
more are available with the
innovative "squeeze & tease"
feature; other features include
preview overlay, 12 aux buses, up
to 64 inputs, VTR control, external
DVE integration and redundant
power; 613-652-4886; fax 613-652-
4425; www.rossvideo.com;
solutions@rossvideo.com

Circle 110 on Free Info Card

Absorptive Filters

Micro Communications Inc. (MCI)
UHF dual -mode absorptive filters:
these filters can be used on the
output of high -power common
amplification DTV transmitters to
provide a constant impedance
VSWR as seen by the transmitter;
they also attenuate and absorb out -
of -band splatter generated by the
transmitter that could affect NTSC
reception on an adjacent channel;
603-624-4351; fax 603-624-4822;
www.mcibroadcast.com

arde 111 on Free Info Card

HDTV Transmission
Over Coax

CommScope 7538: with a 0.159 -
inch diameter, this miniature, low -
loss digital coax cable provides
outstanding performance in digital
applications including HDTV; the
small size allows improved wiring
management in high -density areas;
for longer runs, CommScope has
the 5765 low -loss serial digital
cable; 704-459-5000;
www.commscope.com

arde 112 on Free Info Card

Signal Processing
Products

Nova Systems/Videonics new
modules for StudioFrame: the
modular and flexible StudioFrame
system accommodates today's, as
well as tomorrow's, video and
audio interfacing requirements; the
DTV-ready and scaleable nature of
its 10 -bit architecture, along with
wide, comprehensive product range,
allows it to be easily reconfigured
and/or upgraded as video standards
and requirements continue to evolve;
860-693-0238; fax 860-693-1497

arde 113 on Free Info Card

On the cover

Synchronizer
Digital Processing Systems DPS-470: this component digital video
synchronizer provides component, composite, S -Video and SDI video
inputs and outputs; features include 10 -bit 4:2:2 processing, real -tine
transcoding. a VITS inserter. auto -switch TBC and integrated digital test
pattern generator; all audio outputs are active simultaneously, enat-ling
analog and digital devides to be connected at the same time; 606-371-5.53:_:.;
fax 606-371-3729; info@dps.com; www.dps.com

Circle 100 on Free Info Card

ATSC-Compliant Test Equipment
Digital Transport Systems: has developed MPEG-2 digital TV test
equipment to ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee) star dards;
the adoptior of the ATSC standard underscores the company's commitment
to be the first U.S. company with a complete test solution for ATSC
transport streams; 619-675-1410 x101; fax 619-675-1412; www.dtszs.com

arde 101 on Free Info Card

HDTV Lenses
Fujinon HDTV lenses: this series includes several portable lenses such as
the HA10X5.2BEVM, the HA14X8EVM and the HA20X7.5BEVI\4;
other lenses in the series include the HA24X7BESM studio lens and the
HA66X9.5ESM field lens; all the lenses in this series of high -definition
lenses have features to satisfy the excellent picture quality of HDTV;
800-553-6611; 201-633-5600; fax 201-533-5216

Circle 102 on Free Info Card

Master Control Switcher
Pesa Switching Systems Alliance: a master control switcher, based cn
NEC's multiformat technology; single platform switcher designed for both
full-time anc mixed SDTV and HDTV broadcasting; basic dual format
configuration allows for two SDTV channels (480i or 480p) or one
HDTV channel (10801 or 720p); 516-845-5020; fax 516-845-5023;
salesinfo@pesa.com; www.pesa.com

Circle 103 on Free Info Card

Display System
Barco Vivaldi: connected to the Rosa management concept, Vivaldi features
remote configuration and re -configuration of an entire monitor wal ,
uninterrupted monitoring of signal presence, customized automation tasks.
to interact with existing video routing systems, video source monitoring c f
digital uplink centers, and upgrades without hardware modification to
monitor wal_.s; 770-218-3200; fax 770-218-3250; www.barco.com

Circle 104 on Free Info Card

Mini -arc Lighting
Frezzi Energy Systems MA -50: this full -spectrum Sun Gun is a compact,
50W daylight corrected HMI; can be used on camera, stand -mounted
or hand-held; weighs just 1.25 pounds and consumes 65W power; input
voltage is 12-15VDC; bulb life is 4,000 hours; comes with optional indoor
filter and barn doors; operates from any 12V, 13V or 14V battery;
973-427-1163; fax 973-427-0934; frezzi@frezzi.com; www.frezzi.ccm

arde 105 on Free Info Card
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The little grey box that (mid

Combining character generation, paint, still store and animation,
Collage offers a wider range of graphics tools -han any other on -air graphics device.

Still Store
"4:4:4:4 image quality, fast image capture

and recall, TCP/IP based networking, and a

diverse range of transition effects."

Character Generator
"A user friendly C.G. that renders postscript

and true type fonts with multiple surface,

edge and shadow styles. Collage features

numerous real-time text animations and

works with newsroom computer systems."

Paint System
"Full featured painting tools including variable

size and contoured brushes, custom brushes,

texture and opacity mapping, and VTR control

for frame capture or rotoscoping."

2D Animation
"Flexible keyframe animation of object

attributes makes Collage 2D a powerful
tool for creating complex layered

graphic treatments."

tor I r - r-r
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Editing
"Affordable timeline based non-linear editing

with uncompressed video clips, features 4
layers of DVE, 8 layers of 24 bit audio and all

the graphics tools that made Collage famous."

3D Animation
"Quickly create three dimensional graphics

with true 3D bevels, extrudes, multiple light

types, texture and bump mapping."

With over 550 systems in use worldwide the Collage family offers proven performance at surprisingly
affordable prices. There is a Collage solution to almost every broadcast or post -production problem.

MANUFACTURED BY

PIXEL
POWER

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
(44) 1223 721 000

www.pixelpower.co.uk

To see Collage for yourself contact Majortech at 1-800-461-7814

Majortech
Circle (7) on Free Info Card
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Digital Transmission

Product Source-

High-Definition Camera Widescreen Digital Camera

Telecast Fiber Systems Digital
Viper: the Viper fiber-optic system
now provides digital transmission
for outside broadcasting
applications; it simultaneously
carries analog, video, serial digital
video, audio, intercom and control
data over a single, lightweight fiber-
optic cable; the system uses plug-in
modules to mix and match multiple
analog (NTSC or PAL) video signals
with ITU-R 601 serial digital video
streams; 508-754-4858; fax 508-
752-1520; www.telecast-fiber.com;
fiberac@telecast.fiber.com

Clyde 114 on Free Info Card

Sony HDC-750: a portable
companion to the HDC-700, the
HDC-750 is a full -featured studio/
OB camera that uses Sony's
2,000,000 -pixel Hyper HAD frame -
interline transfer (FIT) CCD
imagers; it is also designed to bridge
the transition from 525 -line NTSC
to an all -digital HDTV/SDTV
combination; the HDC-750 uses the
same standard 2/3 -inch lens interface
as the present 525 -line SDTV
camera family (BVP700/750/500/
550 series), allowing convenient
lens interchange as part of a cost-
effective migration path; 800 -686 -
SONY; fax 201-358-4058;
www.sony.com

Circle 115 on Free Info Card

AES/EBU Digital Audio Adapters
Neutrik NADITBNC-F and NADITBNC-M:
AES/EBU digital audio adapters with digital
audio impedance transformers; these digital
audio adapters allow for longer cable runs via
unbalanced coaxial lines rather than twisted
pair cables that present high attenuation
values at the relevant frequencies; the criteria
for these adapters include impedance matching
between 100V and 75V, transition of
balanced/unbalanced circuit (balun), electrical
isolation (optional), attenuation for use of
analog video distribution equipment (optional)
and reduction of hum and noise; 732-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608

Circle 116 on Free Info Card

High -Definition Video Switcher
Panasonic AV-HS1200: a 10 -input,
compact production switcher
suitable for edit and post -
production facilities requiring a
1,125 -line interface scan high -
definition production capability
with built-in digital video effects;
it provides excellent picture
quality, 10 -bit digital video with
14 -bit processing and digital
filtering for high -quality keying; the unit's two mix -effects generators, with
large fluorescent display for each M/E make operation simple; M/E functions
include MIX, NAM, WIPE, KEY and DVE; the M/E can mix three video
sources; 201-392-6176; fax 201-392-6558; www.panasonic.com/pbds

Circle 117 on Free Info Card

8-VSB Modulator

KTech 8-VSB modulator: this
product is designed for HDTV
terrestrial broadcast systems and
conforms to ATSC specifications
and features all solid-state
construction for high reliablity; it
also has IF or RF output options and
accepts MPEG-2 source input;
another feature is the clock lock
indicator and the phase locks clock
to the MPEG-2 source; 818-361-
2248; fax 818-270-2010;
www.ktechtelecom.com;
skuh@ktechtelecom.com

Battery System

Anton Bauer ProFormer: an
addition to the Logic Series
InterActive battery system, the
ProFormer Gold Mount battery is
designed to replace obsolete OEM
slide -in style batteries with more
than double the performance;
profile is only 1.5 inches (3.8 cm)
and weight is 30 oz. (850 g); 203-
929-1100; fax 203-929-9935;
www.antonbauer.com

Circle 120 on Free Info Card

JVC KY-D29W: this digital camera
is switchable from its native 16:9
aspect ratio to traditional 4:3,
offering the ultimate flexibility in
image capture to broadcasters and
high -end producers; the KY-D29W
achieves widescreen capacity via
three 460,000 -pixel 16:9 CCDs and
boasts a microlens over each pixel
for maximum sensitivity and
negligible vertical smear; the camera can dock to any format, uses 14 -bit
digital signal processing and 3 -dimensional digital noise reduction (3D DNR);
it features an S/N ratio of 65dB, 850 lines of horizontal resolution; 800-JVC-
5825 or 201-794-3900; fax 201-523-2077; www.jvcpro.com

TV Audio Console

Wheatstone TV -80: designed for
larger markets and network
applications, all switching in the
TV -80 is electronic, ensuring high
reliability and error -proof operation;
available in a range of frame sizes
and incorporates computer recall of
pre -selected audio sources,
alphanumeric source displays, house
router interface, operator -intuitive
eight mix -minus system and master
confidence IFB panel; includes eight
monaural submaster and two stereo
master outputs, eight aux sends, four
mute groups and direct outputs from
every input; 252-638-7000; fax 252-
637-1285; email@wheatstone.com

Circle 121 on Free Info Card

Video Multiplexer

Comsat Laboratories DVM2001:
performs multiplexing and
remultiplexing of up to 14 MPEG-2
compliant transport streams, which
might be produced locally by
encoders or originated remotely; full
DVB/MPEG-2 compliant transport
multiplex is output over G/703,
ECL and Hotlink interfaces for use
over terrestrial networks and with
the satellite modems; 301-428-4010;
fax 301-428-4600;
www.comsat. comkorp\lab\

Circle 122 on Free Info Card

ATSC Audio Monitor

Wohler Technologies AMP2: ATSC
digital audio monitor allows
selection between and monitoring
of up to six channels of ATSC
digital or analog audio in only
2RU; user can listen to any one or
two channels simultaneously and
visually monitor front, rear, center
and efx channels; 888-5-WOHLER;
www.wohler.com.

HDTV Equipment

Leitch HDTV Glue family: HDTV
Glue family includes several
products based on Leitch's DigiBus
platform - the HD frame
synchronizer for reclocking, serial in
and out, gen-lock (locks to NTSC
blackburst) and no jitter - the HD
test generator features built-in line -
based, frame -based and static test
signals - the HD logo generator
with serial or component output,
external logo creation and data
interface - the HD serial DA
featuring three outputs, serial 1.5Gb/s
input and 1.5Gb/s output, as well as
reclocking and no jitter -HD
conversion products for component
analog to 1.5Gb/s HDTV and vice
versa; other products in the HDTV
Glue family include the HD
upconverter, the HD video router
and the HD master control switcher;
800-231-9673; fax 757-548-4088;
www.leitch.com

Circle 124 on Free Info Card

Expanded DTV Features
for ProntoVision

Digital Video Systems ProntoVision:
new enhancements (some are special
-order options) provide for
concurrent storage of virtually all
interlaced and progressive HDTV
and SDTV formats in a single
system; if has the ability to switch
from HDTV to a multichannel
SDTV server, record/play of the
Panasonic HD360 compressed stream
format and a frame doubler playout
option that allows any material
recorded in progressive 30 format to
be played out in progressive 60 or
interlaced 60 formats; 818-846-9444;
fax 818-846-7444;
info@digitalvideosystems.com;
www.digitalvideosystems.com

Circle 118 on Free Info Card
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Product Source

Broadcast

ADVERTISEMENT

Leader Instruments Supports HDTV
Broadcast networks, production houses and suppliers now actively engaged in HDTV applications are currently using Leader
Instruments award winning products for both signal sources (Model LT 440D) and monitoring (Model LV 5150D). Among
these are ABC, CBS, Crawford Communications Film Group, DaVinci, Lighthouse Digital, Pesa, Utah Scientific .

Models LT 1611 and LT 1608 Combination of Programmable
RGB Generator and NTSC/PAL/HDTV Encoder
A unique combination of Models LT 1611 and LT 1608 expand the far-ranging attributes
of a fully programmable RGB generator, the LT 1611, with an NTSC/PAL/HDTV encoder,
the LT 1608. The encoder accepts RGB, sync and clock signals from the RGB generator
and outputs fully encoded NTSC, PAL or HDTV component three -wire. Both NTSC and

PAL outputs are full composite
with encoded color subcarrier.

The HDTV feeds are in YPbPr
form and include standard
tri-level sync.
The combination of RGB
generator and encoder puts
the programming features of

LT 1608 Video FIR lc! the RGB generator, in terms

1.6.1101ER

-LT 1808

VIDEO ENCODER_

LT 425D - NTSC Video
Pattern Generator

'"--1-1M, ta;103 COM 0123131175132   aliT 

A precision test source for digital -
component facilities, the LT 425D offers
one parallel and four serial outputs
(one digital black.) AES/EBU digital
audio may be embedded in the serial
data stream, but is also available as a
separate output. Test signals are tailored
to digital operations and include the
SDI checkfield and a programmable
moving marker and switched stills for
compression tests. A programmable
20 -character source ID, calendar and
clock rounds out the full list of operating
options. For more information, contact
Leader Instruments Corporation, 380
Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11788.
1-800-645-5104 or S16 231-6900.

Linde 50 on Free Info Card

LV 5100D - Digital/Analog
Component Waveform
Monitor

Able to work in component digital as
well as component analog facilities
(and mixed operations), the LV 5100D
provides comprehensive waveform,
vector, timing and picture monitoring
capabilities. Menu -driven control
functions extend familiar waveform
observations into highly specialized
areas and include local calibration
control, the ability to show or blank
SAV/EAV signals in both the waveform
and picture to monitor digital signals in
GBR or YCbCr form, line select (with
an adjustable widow), memory storage
of test setups with capabilities such as
on -screen labels, flexible cursor
measurements, automatic 525/60 and
625/50 operation and much more. For
more information, contact Leader
Instruments Corporation, 380 Oser
Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11788.
1-800-645-5104 or 516 231-6900.

arcle 51 on Free Info Card

LEADER

O

0 ft

of raster architecture (within
specified limits) and both stock and
user -designed test patterns, into
the form required by NTSC, Pal or
HDTV component systems and monitors. An
example of a very useful application occurred
during setup of the Garth Brooks concert in Central Park,
NY. Here the combo was pressed into service to provide
crosshatch patterns in the HDTV format to drive the projection monitors during setup.
Model LT 1611 provides analog RGB feeds with a maximum dot clock frequency of 150
MHz. It operates as a stand-alone generator using a supplied ROM, but is fully controlled
and programmed from a PC connection in the Windows® format using supplied
software. PC control sets up raster/timing parameters, stock and custom -design test
patterns and output signal conditions. For more information, contact Leader Instruments
Corporation, 380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11788 1-200-645-5104 or 516-231-6900.

Circle 49 or Free Info Card

LT 1611
Programmable
Video Generator

LEADER

UST SOLUTIONS
Available Now/

.onfrori

LV 5150D

HDTV Digital & Analog Waveform Monitor - LV 5150D

 2 Serial Digital Inputs (SMPTE 292M)
 1 3 -Wire Analog Input (SMPTE 240M)
 1080/1035 Operation

Full EDH Error Reporting with Alarms
Waveform, Vector, Picture and Stereo Monitcring

 Overlay, Parade and Timing (Bowtie) Waveforms
Active Serial Input Decoded to Analog Pix
Monitor Output

 Active Serial Switched (A or B) Output

(We Also Offer...

 Real Time Compression Artifact Evaluation
O Digital Instruments for Mired Digital/Analog Fa.:ilities
 GBR Multi -Scan Generators

HDTV Serial Digital SignalSenerate- tr440D 0.4400
 1125/59.94 HDTV Operation (60Hz option can

be added)
 1080 or 1035 Active Lines; Front Panel Switchable
 Digital Genlock to 1125 Tri-Level Sync or 525 NTSC

Black Burst: Adjustable Delay
 Embedced as well as Separate AES/EBU Audio
 Tri-Level Sync Output and H&V Drives
 Source Identification

Analog 113 Multi -Scan Generators - LT 1611, LT1608

 Generate Component Analog HD Signals with
Tri-Level Sync
Provide all broadcast and post -production analog
HD Formats: 1080, 1035, 720 and 525, interlaced and
progressive with both 59.94 and 60Hz formats
Produce Patterns for 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios

(Some of Our Customers.

 ABC  CBS  Crawford Communications  DaVinci
 Digital  Lighthouse Digital  Pacific Video  PESA

Tapehouse Editorial  Utah Scientific

1 800 645-5104

LEADER
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO -(NOW

THE DIFFERENCE

38L User Avenue, Hauppauge, New Yo -k, 11798 Tel: (516) 231-6900 Fax: r516) 231-5295
6484 Commerce Drive, Cypress, CA 9063L Tel: (714) 527-9300 Fax: (714) 527-7490

Regional Offices: Chicago, Gallas, Los Angeles, Atlanta

Circle 47 on Free Info Card for product information Circle 48 on Free Info Card for product infcrmation and demonstration 9



Broadcast

Product Source
ADVERTISEMENT

ABR202 Digital Audio Broadcast Receiver
Using the tieN\ AI312202 audio broadcast receiver you can transmit a full 20 kHz stereo

CD -quality audio signal in
as little as 96 kbps. ISO/
MPEG compression helps
maximize space segment
efficiency, and multiple
operating rates and modes
let you optimize your
network for increased audio
and data quality and space
segment savings.

The ABR202 is contained
in a lightweight chassis with
low power consumption,
and can operate in either
Ku- or C -band networks. It
is functionally compatible

with the ABR200. Applications include radio program distribution, point -of -purchase
audio with advertising insertion, and data broadcasting.

For additional product information,
please contact ComStream's Satellite Products Division,

telephone: 619.657.5849; fax: 619.657.5415.

)\ISTRE

MediaCastTM PC/Server Receiver Card
ComStream's DVB-compliant MediaCastTM Satellite PC/Receiver card delivers MPEG-2
video, CD -quality audio programs, and high-speed data information such as online news,
software downloads and
financial information to
PCs and LAN servers
at transmission rates of
up to 45 Mbps. Up to 32
services can be delivered
simultaneously from one
data stream, and conditional
access is supported. The
MediaCast card is designed
to operate in a 120 MHz
Pentium -class, multimedia -
ready PC with 16 MB of
RAM or more. Applications
include distance learning
for corporate and educational institutions, Intranet broadcasting, and applications requiring
reliable file transfer.

For additional product information,
please contact ComStream's Broadband Products Division,

telephone: 619.657.5248; fax: 619.657.5897.

What do these
global leaders

have in common?

Another global leader.
There has been a lot said about ComStream. After all, we've been
leading the satellite technologies industry for fourteen years. We supply
some of the largest companies in the world with satellite technology.

Our modems, earth stations and broadcast receivers
have been described as "world class."

ABR202

CM601

Our customers say they choose us because of our
superior technology aid unsurpassed reliability.
But we're not stopping there.

We're continuing to develop evolutionary,
cost-effective products to ensure we earn our
customer's business %ell into the future.
We want to earn your business too.

A Spar Company

Satellite Products Division  6350 Sequence Drive  San Diego CA 92121
Ph 619.657.5849 Fax 619.657 5415 www.comstream.com

Circle 11 on Free Info Card
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CM601 Digital
Satellite Modem

ComStream's compact CM601 digital satellite
modem, is a low -power consumption modem for
two-way telephony, data, and broadcast
applications. The new CM601 modem is
interoperable with the CM701 and ComStream's
DT7000/8000 earth stations. Its modular
architecture allows for easy field upgrades of its
stand-alone modules.

Packaged in a smaller low -profile 1RU (single
rack unit) chassis, the CM601 features
ComStream' s innovative new virtual control panel,
Quik-LinkTM. Quik-Link is a Windows@ 95- or
NT- based graphical user interface that allows
users to easily configure the modem. Quik-Link is
also compatible with the CM701 modem.

For additional product information, contact
ComStream's Satellite Products Division,

telephone: 619.657.5849; fax: 619.657.5415.

DT8000 Earth Station
ComStream's new, low cost DT8000 integrated
SCPC earth station is ideal for point-to-point or
point-to-multipoint satellite communications. A
highly integrated indoor/outdoor unit, the DT8000
combines the features of the CM701 modem with
RF technology (i.e. antenna and up/down
converter) to yield a family of fully interactive,
dedicated channel VSATs. The DT8000 can be
used with either Ku- or C -band transceivers.
Programmable power levels and operating
parameters can compensate for low signal levels
near the fringe of a satellite beam, varying or
extreme weather conditions, or other location
variables.

For additional product information, contact
ComStream's Satellite Products Division,

telephone: 619.657.5849; fax: 619.657.5415.

We've Moved!
ComStream's new corporate headquarters

are located at:
6350 Sequence Drive

San Diego, CA 92121-2724.
Phone: 619.458.1800  FAX: 619.657.5400

www.comstream.com

May 15, 1998



If you haven't already
taken these out for a test drive,

here's your chance.

Short/cut' Editor
The perfect replacement for generations of

reel-to-reel tape recorders. Short/cut delivers
hard -disk storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform
editing. Add an optional ZipTmdrive and get low-cost
copies. This editor is fast enough for on -air use, and
tough enough for the road. So take Short/cut out
for a test drive and watch it perform.

Test drive theirs then test drive
our DigiCart/II Plus. We've got

more under the hood.

Instant Replay 2 .0
NEW  SCSI port supports external disk

drives for expanded storage capacity.  Choose
linear or Dolby®AC-2 recording format.

Instant Replay puts a thousand audio clips right at
your fingertips. Sound effects, music, station ID's -up
to 24 hours of your greatest material. And with
50 Hot -Keys, you can make your shows as spontaneous
as you'd like. With everything titled, timed and ready
to play, you'll find Instant Replay fast, fun and easy
to use. So take us up on our offer to go for a test drive.
It's on us.

Attention call letter stations.*
You're only a phone call away from a
free 10 -day Test Drive.

So try it out.We'll understand if you
don't give it back.

(818) 991-0360

Short/cut is your next tape recorder,
edit block and digital delivery system.

It's Un-Reel.

DigiCart®/ II Plus
The new DigiCart/II Plus puts up to 50 hours of audio

on hard disk, and now includes the popular Zirimdrive for
low-cost storage. As always, it's your choice of linear or
Dolby®AC-2 recording, plus precise editing and powerful
playlisting capabilities. The new "Plus" model delivers all
the reliability that has made DigiCart a broadcast standard,
and it's now available at a great new price. Ask for a
test drive, and put it through the paces at your station.

Instant Replay. Instant sound
effects. Instant music. Instant fun.

Take it out for a joy ride.

379 INTRO MUSIC

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com

© 1997-360 Systems Offer good in U.S. and Canada only.

Circle (12) on Free Info Card



Broadcast

Product Source

DTV-Ready MPEG-2 Digital Video
Compression System
Scientific-Atlanta PowerVu with DTV
capabilities: the PowerVu MPEG-2 digital
video compression system has been
expanded with the addition of the
PowerVu HD encoder and decoder; the
new PowerVu products will allow the
system to deliver multiple SDTV or
HDTV in an ATSC format to provide a
variety of application solutions from
MPEG 4:2:2 or 4:2:0 profiles; 404-903-
5000; fax 404-903-4617; www.sciatl.com.

Circle 126 on Free Info Card

High -Definition Camera

Sony HDC-700: a full -featured
studio/OB camera that uses Sony's
2,000,000 -pixel Hyper HAD frame
interline transfer (FIT) CCD
imagers; it is designed to bridge the
transition from 525 -line NTSC to
an all -digital HDTV/SDTV
combination; the HDC-700 uses the
same standard 2/3 -inch lens interface
as the present 525 -line SDTV
camera family (BVP700/750/500/
550 series), allowing convenient
lens interchange as part of a cost-
effective migration path; 800 -686 -
SONY; fax 201-358-4058;
www.sony.com

Circle 127 on Free Info Card

Digital Video Jacks

Canare DVJ series: this series of
digital video jacks is designed to
handle the patching requirements
DTV/HDTV facilities; they offer
1.4GHz bandwidth performance
with extremely low VSWR;
incorporating unique sealed
microswitch contacts to lock out
dirt, dust and humidity, the jacks
are available in normal -through and
straight -through models; the DVJs
are true 7511; 818-365-2446; fax
818-365-0479; www.canare.com

Circle 128 on Free Info Card
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Louth Automation MR5 using
devices connected to any ADC -100
device server, the MR5 provides
frame -accurate device control,
device storage views, and database
interaction in a 32 -bit Windows
application; flexibility is increased
as device resources may be shared
with on -air playlists; eliminates
manual audio/video routing; LCP-24
control panel has 20 programmable
backlit buttons and 2 -position
rotary jog/shuttle knob control;
operates with video file servers, cart
machines and external VTRs as
either source or destinations;
650-843-3665; fax 650-843-3666

Circle 129 on Free info Card

High -Definition
Studio Camera

Panasonic AK-HC850: featuring
three 2/3 -inch 2,000,000 -pixel M -FIT
CCD imagers, this high -definition
studio camera delivers the full high-

definition bandwidth of 1,000 TV
lines of resolution; it uses serial
digital fiber-optic cable link to
transfer RGB 4:4:4 data at 2.2Gb/s
from the camera head to the CCU
and the unit also has parallel 1,125 -

line HD and 525 interlace outputs;
201-392-6176; fax 201-392-6558;
www.panasonic.com/pbds

Circle 130 on Free Info Card

Video Image Storage System
Pinnacle Systems Lightning 1000 Family:
this top -of -the -line image management
product offers one-, two- or three-

channel operation; standard storage
capacity is 6,500 stills, with internal
expansion capability beyond 10,000
stills; 650-526-1600; fax 650-526-1601;
pr@pinnaclesys.com;
www.pinnaclesys.com

Girds 131 on Free Info Card

Model: MFA-NP1H(

compact HMI kght

Model; IC Dimmer light series\
t"

Frezzi's award winning lights for

ENG and EFP environments are field

proven the world over. Reliability and

advanced features are our trademarks

and have been for 60 years.

Today we offer a choice of compact

HMI and Tungsten Dimmer lights you

can rely on, because we invented

portable lighting. For our latest catalog

covering our batteries, advanced

chargers, and lights, call 973-427-1160

or visit our web site at www.frezzi.com.

Frezzi
ENERGY SYSTEMS

5 Valley Street, Hawthorne NJ 07506

Tel: 973-427-1160 Fax: 973-427-0934

Circle 13 on Free Info Card
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BEEN THERE DONE THAT.

>> UNPRECEDENTED TECHNOLOGY BREEDS UNPRECEDENTEJ CH4LLENGES - VIDEO SERVERS, FIBRE

CHANNEL NETWORKING, DIGITAL ARCHIVING, ASSET MANAGEMENT AND THE AUTOMATION SYSTEM TO ELEGANTLY

ORCHESTRATE IT ALL, IT'S A MANDATE RECOS

DEPEND CN LOUTH SOLUTIONS. VISIT US AT

MAKE THIS NEW WORLD QUITE FAMILIAR.

M.LOUTH.00

DING BR7ADC4ST ORGANIZATIONS WORLDWIDE WHO

LOUTH AUTOMATION. WE'D LIE TO HELP YOU

BROADCAS1 t.C.Mii/def1Ce



Broadcast

Product Source
ADVERTISEMENT

Digital Video Generator PT 5230
 Comprehensive SDI Digital Video Generator.
 Broad range of test signals for check and alignment.
 Up to 4 SDI generators in one 19" rack unit.
 Multi format 525/625 SDI, NTSC and PAL.
 Composite PAL/NTSC.

Circle 70 on Free Info Card

PT 5211 VanffimeTM Changeover
 Very high reliability MTBF 80.000 hrs.
II Indicates status of both primary and back-up

generator.
IN Switches: analog video serial digital video and

digital Audio (balanced and unbalanced).
Circle 71 on Free Info Card

PT 5210 VarilimeTM Digital Sync
Generator
 Up to 8 black burst outputs.
 VariTime, 8 (PAL) and 4 (NTSC) fields.
 Multistandard: 525/60, 625/50, NTSC and PAL.
 Output: SDI Black, SDI Test signal, Analog Black

burst, Analog Test signal AES/EBU digital audio.
Circle 72 on Free Info Card

Color Pattern Generator

16:9 Pattern Generator

Digital Sync Generator

Waveform Monitor

Vectorscope

Digital Video Analyzer

Color Analyzer

VITS Generator

TV Digital Sound Modulator

NICAM Monitor

TV Monitoring Receiver

TV Modulators
7

Central Test Transmitters 11

Distribution System

Quality Control System

PHILIPS _...,10000. PTVPhilips TV Test Equipment

New owner - new name
Philips TV Test Equipments is today owned
by PANTA Electronics from the Netherlands,
a company in which Advent International
holds the majority of the shares.

ary If
IIIOTELEVISION TECHNOLOGIES, 91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. Tel. 201-529-2188 or 1-800-421-0888. Fax 201-529-2109

E-mail: ptvna@compuserve.com, Website: http://www.ptv.dk

Philips TV Test Equipment's new name is
ProTeleVision Technologies - PTV, delivering to
our customers the same high quality products
and services they have come to expect.

PTV is poised to meet the challenge of
tomorrow's digital innovation.
In close co-operation with our customers,
we will expand our expertise within digital
technology. Your wish is our command.

Our goal? To make things even better!

PM 5664D Digital
Waveform Monitor
 Serial Digital input..
II Analog Composite input.
 YPBPR, GBR, Parade, Overlay,

Star, and Vector display.
 Easy to operate with on screen

menus.
Circle 73 on Free Info Card

PM 5639 Handheld
CRT Color Analyzer
 Unique graphic CIE

chromaticity display.
 Numerical read-out of xy or

'u'v, luminance Y and correlated
color temperature User-friendly
RGB bar graph display.

IN Hand-held, battery operated.
 Traceable to international color

standards.
IN Automatic adaption to any field

rate - also HDTV.
Circle 74 on Free Info Card

PT 5474 Digital Video
Analyzer

Multi- format analyzer for serial
digital video, 525/625 lines.

 Extensive error logging on
printer or 3.5" diskdrive.

 Real time measurement of key
parameters, e.g: serial jitter,
color level, EDH errors, TRS,
RC and panty errors, and
amplitude of the SDI signals.

II Alarm setting for all parameters
and indication both locally and
remotely.

 Optional Frame Buffer.
Circle 75 on Free Info Card
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What do you really want
from a DVE?

Performance? Flexibility?
Cutting edge special effects?
Superior image quality?
16:9 compatibility? Support?
Reliability? Value?

We figure you want it all.

Bottom line, you want to make
a name for yourself, not excuses.
That's why ABEKAS is, always
will be, the leading name
in DVE.

So, with DVEOUS you can
focus on where it is you really
want to go. We'll take care

the rest.

scitex

TEL: 888.846.7017 N4'N

WEB: www.scitexdv.com

Circle (19) on Free Info Card
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Automation Controller

Product Sourck.

Tripod Head Digital IFB Controller Digital Eight -Track Tape

Matco MA -204B: the latest update
to the MA204 series, this product is
a highly reliable, free-standing
automation controller and 22x3
video and stereo audio router; the
MA -204B adds SMPTE and tone
cuing as standard, Microsoft
Windows -compatible control
program and direct support of
video servers, including the Matco
MA -400; 408-353-2670; fax 408-
353-8781; matcol@ix.netcom.com

circle 132 on Free Info Card

Bogen Manfrotto pro video tripod
head: new range of features; tripod
can support cameras from 14 to 23
pounds; complements the original
510 head; provides advanced three -
step drag system for 360° and +75°
to -70° tilt with smooth stop and
starts; info@bogenphoto.com;
www.bogenphoto.com

circle 133 on Free Info Card

Comtek DX 3-4: this controller has
easy -to -learn control features with
matrix routing connections to four
universal inputs, three outputs and
two 110 ports used for direct
interface from cell phones, telco
lines and standard two- or three -
wire intercom systems; any function
designated IFB may be vox operated
with automatic programmable
attenuation; 801-466-3463; fax
801-484-6906

Circle 134 on Free Info Card

Play Our Slots
Get Lots of Change
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The result of this unique "hot -slot"

platform is unparalleled performance,

flexibility and value, plus a system
engineered to ensure you'll never be

behind the technology curve.You'll be

able to easily upgrade as technology

evolves, which means that your
investment will never be lost.

Don't bet your digital future on an

A
L.

2.17

Harmonic's TRANsend- MPEG-2 Digital

Video platform allows you to integrate

up to 10 of our hot-swappable encoder

and multiplexer cards in combinations

that are right for you - without cumber-

some external cables.
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Controlling and routing
your digital streams is
a snap. Just point, click
and drag. Our NETV/atch-
Element Manager takes
care of the rest.

become obsolete.

Contact Harmonic Lightwaves. We'll show you how to keep your investment safe.

Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.
549 Baltic Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
tel: 800 788-1330, 408 542-2500
fax: 408 542-2511
E-mail: infoeharmonic-lightwaves.com
Website: www.harmonic-lightwaves.com

Harmonic Lightwaves
Transcending the ordinary.

HHB DA113: this digital eight -
track tape is optimized for Tascam
DA88 and Sony PCM800 digital
audio eight -track recorders; the
DA113 features superior quality
and 113 -minutes in length; it also
features a specially formulated
metal binder that is key to ensuring
a negligible drop -in output after the
repeated playback cycles required in
professional applications; the bond
between the ultrafine metal particle
recording layer and the bass film of
the HHB DA113 is so strong that
even after 100 passes, the measured
drop -in output is less than 0.5dB;
310-319-1111; fax 310-319-1311;
sales@hhbusa.com

Circle 135 on Free Info Card

Digital Mixing Console

AMEK DMS: designed for audio
post -production and broadcast
applications; provides fully all -
digital mixing with 32 -bit floating-
point DSPs and modular 1/0 system
supported by a highly flexible
chassis design; 818-973-1618; fax
818-973-1622;
amek@pacificnet.net;
www.amek.com

Circle 136 on Free Info Card

EMF Graphical Readout

Holaday HI -4460 hand-held EMF
readout: provides large backlit LCD
panel to display multiple numeric
and graphical electromagnetic field
representations; display can show
resultant reading, individual axis
readings, bar graphs, as well as a
running time plot simultaneously;
612-934-4920; fax 612-934-3604;
holaday@holaday.com;
www.holadayinc.com

Circle 20 on Free Info Card
ME May 15, 1998
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PO. Box 12902, Overland Park, KS 66282-2902

Circle the numbers at right that
correspond to the advertiser

information you would like to receive.

To have FREE information sent to you, complete this entire form,
detach and mail or FAX to: 913-967-1903.
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Company

Address

City State/Province

Country Zip/Postal Code
L_

Phone (

FAX (

E -Mail

1

Please allow 4-6 weeks for processing. Write clearly with a black pen. 8RT

To receive information in any of the following categories, check the
appropriate box(es) below.
901 J Amplifiers/Distribution 912 U Video, Production Switchers
902 Animation & Graphics Systems 913 U Transmitter Systems
903 U Encoders/Decoders 914 CI Test & Measurement
904 Video Recorder Players 915 U Video Monitors
905 Switchers Routers 916 U Audio Mixers
906 Lighting Equipment 917 U Desktop Video Production
907 U Computer & Peripherals 918  Networking Products
908 U Lighting Systems 919 U Signal Conversion Eqpmnt.
909 U Microphones 920  Automation
910 U Cameras 921 U ATV Equipment

LT 911 Editing Systems 922  Digital Compression
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And all the

DIGITAL PRODUCTION SWITCHERS

TERMINAL

 Conversion Gear
A -D & D -A Converters

 Distribution Gear
Audio, Video, and Digital Video

 Video Keying Gear
Analog and Digital Keyers

Ross has combined
the latest cigital technology
with a firm understanding
of video production and

over 20 years of switcher
design experience
to develop a series

of production switchers
which will oe the standard

that all digital switchers
will be compared to
for years to come.

Synergy Series
Digital Production Switchers

by Ross.

swirromms

2 MLE

EQUIPMENT

 Master Control Gear
Mini Master Control Switchers

 Telecine Gear
Switchers

As well as the complete line of Ross Analog Video Production Switchers

HUGE input/output
matrix with up to 64 Inputs

& 12 Aux Busses

Add MLEs and a
larger control panel
as your needs grow

Squeeze & Tease
Freeze, Zoom,
Reposition & Push
Keys. 2 per MLE

Full function
keyers have dedicated
puss buttons, flying
borders for every key
type, Squeeze & Tease
chroma keying, key over
transition, quick preview
& take, and bi-color
on -air status

Chroma Keyers with
chrc ma suppression,
hue rejection, natural

& simulated shadows
and transparencies

Direct control of
VTR transport
with timecode

32 Custom Control
Hot Buttons recall any
combination of switcher
memories, button pushes
and external device
control

All MLEs have full
effects capability,
their own memory
system keypad, two
pattern generators,
five comprehensive
matte generators and
dual chroma keyers

Preview Monitor
Overlay Display
ncluding: VTR timecode,
court up/down timer,
source ID, safe title area

DVE Effects from all
popular DVEs are
seamlessly integrated
as switcher transitions

11 RU frame
Redundant power
600 W, 1/4 line delay

Excellent price

3 year
transferable warranty

Switchers, Keyers,
& Terminal Gear

Tel: (613)652-4886 Fax: (613)652-4425 Web: www.rossvideo.com eMail: solutions@rossvideo.com

Circle (27) on Free Info Card
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DVB-T Exciter with integrated

OFDM Modulator
The Exciter, with integrated OFDM Modulator, provides a I Wrms OFDM
RF output signal of superior quality and stability in either VHF band DI or UHF
bands IV/V, fully compliant to ETSI
ETS 300 744. Itelco's DVB Exciter
features modular plug-in design,
optimal integration of digital and
analog technologies, upgradability to
Single Frequency Network (SFN),
maximum on -air availability, built-in
diagnostics and remote control
interface. The Exciter measures the
same compact dimensions as an
analog exciter, allowing easy
upgrade.

Circle 65 Free Info Card

DP/ Exciter with integrated
8-VSB Modulator

Itelco's DTV Exciter provides a 1 Wrms DTV RF on channel signal in either
VHF or UHF bands of superior quality and stability, fully compliant to ATSC

DTV standard. The Exciter features
modular plug-in design, Itelco
proprietary DTV 8-VSB Modulator,
advanced precorrector, built-in
diagnostics and remote control. The
Exciter is housed in a compact frame
which occupies the same space as
NTSC or PAL exciter, allowing easy
upgrade.

Circle 66 Free Info Card
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Our ustomers are already 11

The Digital Transmission Experts

North America and Canada  Itelco USA Inc., Westminster CO, phone +1 303 464 8000  fax +1 303 464 8770
Central and South America  Itelco USA Inc., Miami FL, phone +1 305 715 9410  fax +1 305 715 9414
Headquarters  Itelco S.p.A. via dei merciari, s.n.c. P. 0. Box 16, Sferracavallo, Orvieto (TR) Italy
phone +39 763 316231 PABX  fax + 39 763 316236  telex 661013 ITELCO I.
Turkey  Itelco Branch Office, Istanbul, phone +90 212 2732365  fax +90 212 2732368
China  Itelco Beijing Office, Chaoyang District Beijing CHINA, phone +86 10 4948151  fax +86 10 6494823
Web site: http://www.itelco-usa.com  E-mail: itelcoOkrenet.it
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100 - 800 Watt
DAB L -band Transmitters
with LDMOS technology

2

KX) Wrms through
800 Wrms DAB
Transmitters include
Itelco's state-of-the-
art DAB (OFDM)
Exciter with
integrated COFDM
encoder and digital
precorrector. The
Transmitters feature
excellent analog and
digital performance,
full compatibility

glft with ETSI ETS 300
401 edition 2,

flexible design, use of latest LDMOS
transistor technology, and straightforward
system control. The simple installation, high
efficiency and superb reliability of the
Transmitter ensure low operating costs
throughout the Transmitters long service life.

Circle 67 Free Info Card
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1-30 kW DTV solid state
Transmitters with liquid

cooling system

1 kWmis through 3() kWrms DTV
Transmitters operating in VHF or UHF bands
and fully conforming to ATSC DTV
specifications. The Transmitters feature
innovative DTV 8-VSB Exciter, clear
modular design, unique patented liquid
cooling system, unreached safe operating
area, extraordinary redundancy, most
compact overall dimensions, economy, and
ease of installation and maintenance. The
lowest transistor flange and junction
temperature in the industry provides an
outstanding MTBF. The Transmitters are
also available with DVB-T (OFDM) Exciter.

Circle 68 Free Info Card

10 -100 kW DTV IOT
Transmitters with switch -
mode beam power supply

11111111111111111111111,11111111111111111

10 - 100 kW DTV Inductive Output Tube
(I0T) Transmitters provide unmatched
performance and full compatibility to ATSC
DTV specifications. The Transmitters feature
innovative DTV 8-VSB Exciter, unique
choice of linear or switch -mode beam power
supply, efficient liquid cooling, multiple tube
suppliers, high performance cavities
manufactured by Itelco, economy, and
straightforward microprocessor -based
system control. The very compact
dimensions and simple liquid cooling system
ensure easy and quick installation. The
Transmitters are also available with DVB-T
(OFDM) Exciter.

Circle 69 Free Info Card
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DVCPRO and .Anton/Bauer...
Performance Standards

A standard is defined as the measure by which all others are judged. The revolutionary features and
performance of the Panasonic DVCPRO family of products has been established as the digital format by
which all others are judged.

All DVCPRO camcorders include The Worldwide Standa-d® Anton/Bauer Gold Mount installed at the
factory as standard equipment. The Gold Mount` unlocks exclusive features of each DVCPRO camcorder
as well as the performance, power and reliability of the InterActiveTM battery technclogy.

The full range of Anton/Bauer products is recommended by Panasonic to power all DVCPRO equipment.
From the pioneering technology of the Digital battery, to the unmatched performance and versatility of the
PowerCharger, to the studio -quality Ultralight high efficiency on -camera light.

Anton/Bauer, The Worldwide Standard® of broadcasters and professionals around the world is now the
standard worldwide for Panasonic DVCPRO.

onfighoil
The worldwide standard

a :CD

wooltf

111K J'

tl

cH2

For information contact Panasonic or any Anton/Bauer dealer or distributor worldwide.
Anton/Bauer, Inc. One Controls Drive, Shelton, Connecticut 06484 USA  (203) 929-1100  (203) 929-9935 FAX

www.antonbauer.com

--'08101110

lirmoW
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Line of Fiber -Optic Communication Products MPEG/DVB Test Generators and Analyzers
Communications Specialties Inc. (CSI) fiber-
optic line: as a result of CSI's recent
acquisition of Math Associates, a
manufacturer of fiber-optic systems, CSI is
introducing six fiber-optic products, each
suited to the unique needs of the
teleconferencing and communications
industries; the line includes Fibervision for
video transmitter and receiver system,
Fibervision for video/stereo transmission of
a composite video (NTSC, PAL or
SECAM), Fibervision for serial digital video
for high -quality transmission of video signals, Fiberlink for balanced audio,
Fiberlink for bidirectional data and Fiberlink for bidirectional T-1 data; 516-
273-0404; fax 516-273-1638; www.commspecial.com

Circle 138 on Free Info Card

Editing Recorder/Player
for Betacam SX

Sony DNW-A75: the latest recorder/
player in the Betacam SX product
line, the DNW-A75 editing recorder/
player features frame -accurate editing
on Betacam SX tape, plus a full
range of BetacamSP playback
capabilities; the DNW-A75 also adds
efficiency to editing by recognizing
shot information entered during
acquisition; 800- 686 -SONY; fax
201-358-4058; www.sony.com

Circle 139 on Free Info Card

Routers

Leitch Integrator family of routers:
these routers expand to as large as
18x64 and will soon be available in
analog audio, AES, analog video
and serial digital video versions;
users can mix analog and digital
formats in the same frame, and on
the serial digital version, feed in
coax or fibre; these routers are front
loading and feature hot-swappable
power logic cards and are backward
compatible; 800-387-0233; fax
416-445-4144

Circle 140 on Free Info Card

Nucomm, Inc. has developed an integrated
digital STL turnkey solution for every HDTV

requirement. System configurations
range from a single digital

414cArR14+1. microwave STL for a 19.39 Mbit
system to a fully redundant

i
dual channel STL system that

t/P can carry both NTSC and
koirREOir HDTV signals over a single STL

frequency. This system has been fully
proven at the model station.

Consult our application engineers for
a solution to meet your specific needs.

 Redundant Systems
 Space Diversity
 Seamless Switching
 Full Multiplex

908-852-3700  www.nucomm.com

Tektronix MTS200 Series: MPEG test
systems that offer extensive MPEG and
DVB analysis capabilities to perform
functions ranging from real-time analysis
to custom creation and in-depth analysis of
MPEG transport streams; they perform real-
time analysis with trigger capability for
trapping errors that can be analyzed in detail
at a later time; 800-426-2200 (press 3, code
1072); fax 413-448-8002; www.tek.com/
Measurement
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Digital Transport Systems MPEG-2/DVB
transport stream generator system: new
configurations provide greater flexibility,
PCI bus -based architecture and WindowsNT
functionality; this system allows equipment
designers and manufacturers to perform
real-time capture and playback of MPEG-2/
DVB transport streams for use as a test
source for multiplexers, demodulators or
encoders; 619-675-1410; fax 619-675-1412;
sales@dtsys.com
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Routing Switcher

PESA Tiger routing switcher: this
routing switcher is scaleable from
8x16 to 144x144; the video chassis
(12RU) supports SMPTE 259M
digital and 60MHz analog video
in the same frame and the audio
chassis (8RU) provides two channels
of analog audio or two AES levels;
the Tiger is expandable to 288x288
or larger; 516-845-5020; fax
516-845-5023; salesinfo@pesa.com;
www.pesa.com
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Real-time Digital
Special Effects System

Pinnacle Systems DVEXtreme: a
real-time digital special effects
system for high -end broadcast and
post -production applications; the
video fidelity is pristine given its
10 -bit 4:2:2 processing and advanced
filtering techniques; the DVEXtreme
can be configured for dual- or
triple -channel operation and each
channel comes with video and key
standard; 650-526-1600; fax 650-
526-1601; pr@pinnaclesys.com;
www.pinnaclesys.com
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Repeatable Source for ATSC Test Signals
Sencore AT951 ATSC stream player:
an affordable answer for digital
video facilities looking for a reliable
ATSC signal source for repeatable test
signals for use in repair, manufacturing
or testing environments of ATSC
products; ATSC transport streams can
be recorded and played out at data
rates of up to 60Mb/s; 800-SENCORE
or 605-339-0100; fax 605-339-0317
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ATSC

A/B Digital Linear Keyer-Switchers

PSP Digital Ltd. PVS-4, PVS-2: the stand-alone PVS-4 is capable of true 4:4:4
signal processing and incorporates a PC -based design that provides the
flexibility to integrate third -party signal processing hardware; the unit can be
controlled under GVG emulation from a PC or workstation or it can be used
with an optional control panel; the PVS-2 4:2:2 is for autoconforming and
graphics composition applications; 44-1635-522-534; fax 44-1635-551-995;
www.psp-digital. co. uk

May 15, 1998
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Stepping up to digital broadcasting
used to be a risky business.

MediaView is a trademark
of DiviCom Inc.

Introducing the new DiviCom MediaView"' MV40 encoder. With its powerful
architecture and built-in upgrade path, the MV40 MPEG-2 encoding system
protects you against the shattering effects of a changing digital environment.
Without it, your technology investment could be in jeopardy.

A full complement of advanced features includes sophisticated preprocessing,
4th generation dual -pass compression technology, unique lookahead statistical
multiplexing and 4:2:0/4:2:2 switchability. All of which adds up to higher quality
video at lower bit rates, and a risk -free migration path to high definition TV.
Take the first step now. Call DiviCom at +1.408.490.6560, or visit us at
www.divi.com.

London

How Digital Video Networks.

Paris  Hong Kong Silicon Val ley
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Largest Video Catalog
Ever From Winsted

Winsted has just published the largest catalog in its
history. The 164 page catalog features extensive
additions to its broadcast, video, multimedia desk, and
media storage line. New LAN and file server products
with versatile mobile LRx Stations featuring L -Frame
architecture expand on the exciting product line
introduced last year. Several new mobile producer's
desks ranging from 42" up to 94" wide add to the wide

line of desks already offered to the multimedia and video
production industry. Several unusual new accessories are featured including a 21" wide
keyboard shelf for standard keyboards that swivels in order to be slid out of the way when
not in use. The keyboard shelf is designed to be incorporated into a 19" EIA wide slope or
vertical rack and requires only 2U of rack space. It includes a platform for a mouse pad.

To bolster Winsted's vertical rack line expanded last year by the introduction of the VRx
premium rack, Winsted now has added a full line of welded economy racks. These
economy racks feature many quality features including a textured black enamel finish for
a maintenance -free long life. Although these vertical racks are perfect for any electronic
environment, they are especially suited for the broadcast and video markets. A free copy
of Winsted's new catalog is available by contacting the company in any of four convenient
ways: call toll free 800-599-6691, email Winsted at racics@winsted.com, visit their website
at www.winsted.com, or write them at 10901 Hampshire Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN
55438.
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Winsted Fileserver Station Fills An
Emerging Need

Winsted corporation has recognized a growing
need in the broadcast and LAN markets for a portable
and modular fileserver. To answer that need they have
introduced the modular LRx series of fileserver
stations featuring steel L -frame architecture. Although
there are several complete models from which to
choose, the modular design of this new line allows the
user to mix and match components to create their own
organized system with a clean appearance. Each
system includes smooth rolling wheels for mobility.

The basic L -Frame comes with either a stationary
server shelf for multiple servers or a pullout server
shelf for individual servers. The sliding server shelves
have optional retractable cable lacing guides which keep cable in place while the server shelf
is pulled out. Pull-out keyboard shelves, deep enough to hold three keyboards, come in flat
or tiered versions. Each section will hold two monitor shelves, and either shelf can be tilted
for easy viewing. All shelves can be raised or lowered in 1" increments.

Several optional accessories are available suck as cable management tracks, a 72" wiring
channel, monitor straps, rack mount panels, and a ten outlet power supply.

These new file server stations as well as a complete line of accessories are all described
in detail in the new 164 page Winsted catalog which is available free by calling 800-559-
6691 or by writing to the Winsted Corporation, 10901 Hampshire Ave. So., Minneapolis,
MN 55438. You can also learn more about them by visiting the Winced website at:
www.winsted.com.
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VERTICAL RACKS DON'T
HAVE TO BE BORING

Winsted

Rack buyers. bored with the same
old specs are finding new and

exciting features to think about with

Winsted's New VRx Racks

1) Mounting holes in top for eye -bolts.
2) Fully adjustable rack -ails.
3) Heavy-duty welded construction.
4) 2 -piece lift-off side panels.
5) Tapped rack rails, front & rear.
6) Black textured long -life finish.
7) Cable management system.
8) Conduit knock -outs, top & bottom.
9) Open top & bottom w.EIA rack rails..
10)Two grounding lugs.
11)Venting top and bottom.
12) Racks meet strict EIP standards.
13) Independently tested for strength.
14) 78-3/4" (45U) of usable rack space.

FOR A FREE 164 PAGE CATALOG DETAILING
THE FULL WINSTED FURNITURE LINE CALL:

1-800-559-6691
The Winsted Corporation
10901 Hampshire Av. So. Minneapolis, MN 55438-2385 Circle (36) on Free Info Card

Fax: 800-421-3839, 612-944-1546 web site:www.winsted.com emai : racks@winsted.com

New
Top -Of -The -Line

Racks From
Winsted

The VRx series is an all -new line of
heavy duty vertical racks from Winsted.
The all -welded units are 78-3/4" (45U)
have an overall size of 86"H x 24"W x
30"D, and are packed with top -of -the -
line performance features. The racks
have a heavy black enamel textured
finish for an attractive, non -marring
surface that doesn't show finger prints.

The VRx has front and rear rack
rails that adjust front to back to
acconunodate electronics of any depth.
These rails are anodized and are tapped
(10-32) for equipment mounting that
meets strict EIA standards. Both the top
and bottom of the
rack are open and
have 19" wide
tapped rails to allow
mounting of
standard vented
panels, fan units or
other panels. Other
features include:
independent two-
piece lift-off side
panels, large corner
uprights for
strength, an easy to install lacing bar that
allows easy cable management, conduit
knock -outs top and bottom, two
grounding lugs, and mounting holes in
top for eyebolts.

Winsted offers a wide variety of
optional accessories to complete a rack
system such as stationary shelves, pull-
out shelves, electrical outlets, fan cooling
systems and much more.

A full line of equipment racks is
described in detail in the new 164 page
Winsted Catalog available free by calling
800-559-6691 or by writing to The
Winsted Corporation, 10901 Hampshire
Av. So., Minneapolis, MN 55438.
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Winsted Offers
New DVCPRO
Rack Slide Kit

Winsted Corporation has expanded
their offering of professional quality
Rack Slide Kits. Guided by the growing
popularity of the Panasonic DVCPRO
VTR models, AJ-D640/650 and AJ-
D750, Winsted has added the model
F8203 to their wide offering of rack slide
kits designed specifically for Panasonic,
JVC, and Sony VTRs. This extensive line
of rack slides also includes models
designed for Vicon and Barco monitors.

Just as with all Winsted Rack Slide
Kits, these models will feature: heavy
duty chassis support brackets, Accuride
ball bearing slides for smooth pulling
action, and pivoting rear finger brackets
to allow mounting in sloping or vertical
racks. All Winsted Rack Slide Kits come
with large chrome handles with extruded
aluminum handle brackets and slide rails
custom punched to the original VTR
equipment specifications

The new DVCPRO models list for
$235.00. To get your free Winsted
catalog or for more information
regarding these and other Rack Slide Kits
call Winsted at 800-559-6691 or write to
Winsted at, The Winsted Corporation,
10901 Hampshire Ave. So., MN 55438.
You can also get more information on
these and other Winsted products by
visiting their website at:
www.winsted.com.
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 4:2:2/CAV D to As and A to Ds

 Audio D to As and A to Ds

 4:2:2 & 4fsc Converters

 Ancillary Data Processors

 4:2:2 Ethernet MUX/DEMUXs

 Digital Video & Audio DAs

 Frame Synchronizers

 Remote Control Software

Miranda imaging Series
Digital video & audio interface tools
Simply said - The Smarter choice. The imaging

Series offers a wide range of thoroughly
engineered mcdules for a systems solution
that grows with your digital facility. Your choice
for high quaky ease of use and reliability at
an exceptional price/performance.
Ask about our 1CP-S remote control software!

Miranda Technologies inc.
Tel. 514.333.1772 Fax. 514.333.9828

www.miranda.com
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Antenna
Shively Labs Model
2200: for broadcasters
worried about dropouts
of their DTV signal
because of pattern
scalloping, the model
2200 antenna limits
scalloping to only
0.5dB peak -to -peak
(@470 MHz), offering
the best omnidirectional
pattern of any UHF
broadcast antenna
system, including
broadband panels,
which have as much as
7dB scalloping peak -
to -peak; by stacking
one antenna on top of
another, it is possible
to broadcast as many as 20 stations
(total input power of up to 200kW)
from a top -mount model 2200;
207-647-3327; fax 207-647-8273;
sales@shively.com;
www.shively.corn
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Telecine S stem

Cintel C -Reality: C -Reality offers
uncompromised 14 -bit digital
scanning resolution in each of three
color channels -a full 1,920 pixels
per line and a full 1,080 lines of
color resolution; full bandwidth
scanning enables transfers at HD,
525, 625 and 2K RGB; 805-294-2310;
fax 805-294-1019
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DV -Based Non -Linear Editing System
Sony ES -3: a DV -based non-linear
editing system is the first
professional -level editing system
with direct i.LINK (IEEE -1394)
interface support for DV and
DVCAM acquired digital footage;
it features ClipLink support and
Direct Digital Link for i.LINK,
QSDI and SDI digital interfaces in
addition to standard analog I/Os;
800 -686 -SONY; fax 201-358-4058;
www.sony.com
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Serial Digital Video Distribution and
Fiber -Optic Products
Multidyne DTV-200 series: a product
line intended to ease the engineering
and financial difficulties associated
with the migration to DTV; the series
provides a solution for the coaxial
and fiber-optic transport and
distribution of virtually any digital
signal from 50Mb/s to 650Mb/s; the
supported standards include SMPTE
259M serial digital interfaces, 4:2:2 component and widescreen, 540Mb/s
4:4:4:4 Sonet/SDH and ATM; 800-488-8378 or 516-671-7278; fax 516-671-3362;
info@multidyne.com; www.multidyne.com
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Network Systems Pro XL: provides
fully featured matrices based on
32x32 size and is available for these
signal formats - analog video and
audio, serial digital video and AES/
EBU audio; basic composite video
router may be re -configured into an
8x8 RGBS unit, with minor
adjustments to software; comes in
19 -inch, 3RU frame and has MIDI -
bus controller; 212-727-1500; fax
212-727-1766; TobinVideo@aol.com
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Hard Disk Recorder

360 Systems DigiCart/II Plus digital
recorder: combines the work of
three machines - hard -disk
recorder, mini audio workstation
and digital cart machine; recordings
stored on two internal hard disks
and a removable zip drive; system
provides eight, 16 or 24 hours of
AC -2 recording time, maximum
recording time of 144 hours;
818-991-0360; fax 818-991-1360;
info@360systems.com;
www.360systems.com
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UHF Wireless Intercom

BH800 Beltpack Remote

 Sales
 Rentals
 Service

Series 800 UHF Base Station

Range of Up To 1/2 Mile
Interfaces to Existing Intercoms
Works with Your 2 -Way Radios!

Sold and Distributed By:

systems wireless, ltd.
800/542-3332 703/471-7887(in VA)
FAX: 703/437-1107 swI@swl.com

Non -Linear Editing and
Graphics System

Pixel Power Collage Edit: a non-
linear editing system with more
than 50 new features and interface
refinements; EDit version 'Triple
One' is a significant development
of the system's capabilities, with
recent installations in CityTV
(Toronto), Oasis Television
(London), Key Editing (Stockholm)
and Unilever (UK); combines the
functionality of a high -end, non -

compressed non-linear editing
system, sophisticated real-time
character generation and graphics
capabilities, 8 -channel audio and
DVE; uncompressed 4:2:2 quality;
standard 36- or 72 -minute
uncompressed video storage with up
to 12 hours audio;
www.pixelpower.co.uk
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A/V Monitor

PanoramaDTV (a Wohler
Technologies company) VAMP -1
SDI: an audio/video monitor that
offers the ability to monitor four
channels of analog or digital audio
and video signals, including SDI,
from one 2RU space; built-in LCD
screen allows simple confidence
monitoring, composite output for
viewing video on larger, external
video monitors; self -powered
speaker system, headphone out,
source switch, four level meters and
phase indication; 8 8 8-5-WOHLER;
www.wohler.com
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Wireless Intercom

Systems Wireless Series 800: this
UHF wireless intercom system
includes optional ISO and stage
announce capabilities from beltpac
remotes; can operate as a stand-alone
system or can be interfaced with
most hardwired intercom systems;
up to four users per base station
can operate hands -free at ranges in
excess of 2,000 feet; beltpacs can be
powered by four "AA" batteries or
optional NiCd battery; 703-471-7887;
fax 703-437-1107; swl@swl.com
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AUDIO SYNCHRONIZER/

DELAY UNITS FOR VIDEO

Easily Fix Synchronization

And Timecode Errors.
Designed specifically to tackle the
challenges inherent in the video
environment.

Choose from six models, all space -
saving I U units, ready to suit any
application and budget. Available in
analog and/or AES/EBU digital, these
units allow the user to set delay time
in samples, Msecs, fields or frames.
Eight -user memory with lock
function. RS -232 remote features
with optional Windows95 software.
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IN -PICTURE

AUDIO MONITORING

Monitor Audio Performance Directly
From Your Video Monitor.

Audio metering bargraphs are
superimposed and mixed with a
composite or component video signal.
Error alarms for signal loss, overrange
and phase. Available in analog or
digital, including SDI.

The Most Comprehensive Range

In The Industry.

Over 12 models to choose from, to fit
every application and every budget.
All fit in IU, saving rackspace.
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LEVEL METERS

ALARMS

Two Functions in 1U Backspace: Audio

Indication and Error Alarms.

Two, four; six or eight -channel Level
Metering and Alarm functions combined.
All units feature large tri-color LEDs for
clarity even at a distance, alarms for
signal loss, overrange and out -of -phase
conditions. Analog and/or digital.

Also available:
 Up to 20 channels of either Audio

Indication or Alarm capability in IU.
 Custom systems for larger

multi -channel applications
 Mechanical PPM orVU meters
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AUDIO/VIDEO

MONITORS

Monitor Analog Or Digital Audio And Video

Signals, Including SDI.

While the built-in LCD screen allows
simple confidence monitoring, these
units also include composite output
for viewing video on larger; external
video monitors.

Four level meters and phase
indication for audio information.

Also includes a self -powered
speaker system with headphone out
and source switch for four channels.

Saves rackspace- only 2U high.
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It's finally happening the world of broadcast television will soon be
all -digital. It's exciting. It can also be terrifying, if you're the one who's in
charge of specifying the equipment necessary to accomplish the transition.

We can help, every step of the way. Most of our digital products give you
the option of switching between digital and analog, which means that the
product you buy today, while you're still mainly analog, won't have to be

thrown out and replaced tomorrow, when

PANORA IMAcitv you're completely digital.
W WOHLER TECHNOLOGY COMP,NY We're also introducing a new force in
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STILL
digital video: PANORAMAdtv, our new line of All -Digital
Broadcast Video products. Representing the innovations of
leading broadcast digital engineers from around the world,
each of these exciting new products was designed from
the ground up to ensure a smooth, trouble -free transition
into the Digital Broadcast Television Era.

Find out more. Call us toll -free at (888)5-WOHLER.
Or, check out our website at www.wohler.com. In the
meantime, relax. All you need is a little professional help.

Wohler
UHARTER MEMBER

ADVANCED TELEVISION
SYSTEMS COMMITTEE

AUDIO

CONVERSION

SERIAL DIGITAL VIDEO

PERIPHERALS

1'10
MOOD Aspect Ratio Converter

Converts all aspect ratios bi-
directionally, SDI In/Out, EDH

insertion, and 10 -bit quality

CP1000 SDI Legalizes

Makes serial digital video legal and
valid. Features 10 -bit throughout,
constant hue feature, hard and soft
clipping. Legalizes detail in sub -blacks
prior to clipping.

M101 MN logokeyer
Uses a digital keyer to superimpose
logos onto SDI program picture.
Simultaneously stores four different
logos and their preferences. Full
position and opacity controls. 16:9
compatible.

CG1000 SIN Safe Area Generator/Cage

Provides in -vision cursors in the SDV
signal, blanking for different aspect
ratios, 16:9, 14:9 and 4:3 compatible.
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VIDEO CONVERSION
NEW TECHNOLOGY, INCREDIBLE VALUE.
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DOM NTSC/PAL To SDI

Converts NTSC/FAL to SDI, Parallel
signal to 4 Serial BNC. 656 Standard
bit 4:2:2 at 27Mhz.

ADM RGB B YUV To SDI Converter

Converts componentYUV signals
SDI 4:2:2. Narrow or wide blanking
selectable, picture positioning.

DAM SDI 4:2:2 to YUV [Jr RGB Converter

Converts 4:2:2 digital to analog RGB
YUV video. Sync on green, narrow
wide blanking selectable.

DEGO1 BM Encoder

Converts 4:2:2 to NTSC/PAL. Frame
store will freeze last frame. Composite
sync, genlockable.
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IN -RACK

SELF -POWERED SPEAKERS

.

DAC Series

Digital -to -Analog Converters

Convert two, four, six or eight digital
AES/EBU audio channels to analog in
only I U. 20 Bit low jitter; front panel
error indication. Can fit into same
chassis as A/Ds.

ADC Series

Analog -to -Digital Converters

Convert four, eight or sixteen analog
inputs into two, four or eight
AES/EBU channels in only IU. 20 Bit
low jitter, front panel error indication.
Can fit into same chassis as D/As.

SDI Series

SDI to AES/EBU 5 SIB to Analog

Demuxes & Converts SDI signal to
AES/EBU or analog audio signal.
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Hundreds 01 Models To FR Any Application.

We invented the In RackSelf-Powered
Speaker; and we haven't stopped

improving it since. Now we

MOOR 0 offer the largest, most
I 11

II pq;
comprehensive range in

Haul the industry.
Space -saving IU or 2U

or half -rack 3U units are fully
shielded, allowing placement right next
to a video monitor with no interference.

Accepting multiple inputs from
Analog, AES/EBU and/or SDI sources,
they can include level meters and
phase indication, D/A converters
and/or SDI de-embedders. Monitor up
to 20 sources from one small but
powerful unit and always get clean,
focused sound.
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Broadcast

Product Source

Hard Disk Audio Player

Instant Rrq-olay

i',7`504

360 Systems Instant Replay 2.0: is a
self-contained, professional digital
audio player and recorder with
immediate access to 1,000 audio
cuts; offers linear and Dolby AC -2
digital compression technology;
stores frequently used cuts to 50
Hot -Keys with name and ID
number; recordings can be stored
on the internal hard disk (with no
length limitations) or on the
optional Zip drive; comes equipped
with D -NET file transfer capability;
818-991-0360; fax 818-991-1360;
info@360systems.com;
www.360systems.com
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Break -Out Panel

Multidyne AIA-8X8: adapt the 25 -
pin D -connectors of the full line of
Leitch routing switchers to XLR
connectors using the AIA-8X8 XLR
break-out panel and two ribbon
cables; each adapter breaks out
eight audio inputs and 8 audio
outputs into a 1RU panel of 16
XLR connectors; adapter panels
will work with an 8x1 up to a
64x64 routing switcher; 800-4TV-
TEST; 516-671-7278; 516-671-
3362; info@multidyne.com;
www.multidyne.com
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Light Kit

Pana-Tek Cool -Lux COMBO/
SOFT Kit: this kit designed around
the Cool -Lux Combo -Light, which
accepts 300W, 500W, 750W or
1,000W double -ended lamps with a
Softlight Hood to prevent
projecting heat on the subject; the
COMBO/SOFT Kit contains three
Combo -Lights, barn doors, Softlight
Hoods, diffusion accessories and
500W bulbs; the kit also contains
two lightweight AC/DC Mini -Cools
with 250W lamps, four-way barn
doors and dimmers; for DC
applications, the kit contains a 12V,
22W bulb and daylight filter
assembly; a 35W, 12V Micro -Lux
is included for ENG requirements;
805-482-4820
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Encoders

Dolby Laboratories Dolby Digital
encoders: the DP561B multichannel
encoder and the DP567 two -
channel encoder both feature Dolby
Digital (AC -3), the standard audio
format for ATSC digital for
television; Dolby's range of Dolby
Surround units will enable digital
broadcasting to get under way with
two -channel Dolby Digital audio
matrix -encoded for surround -sound
playback on home systems equipped
with Dolby Pro Logic decoding;
415-558-0200; fax 415-863-1373;
info@dolby.com; www.dolby.com
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HDTV Ancillary Data
Encoder

Evertz Microsystems HD9570:
provides a solution for high bit rate
data handling requirements, such as
closed captioning, source ID, time
code, VITC and other METADATA
application requirements for
HDTV; 905-335-3700; fax 905-
335-3573; sales@evertz.com;
www.evertz.com
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Video Storage Area Networking
Pathlight Technology ImageAGENT
II: a key component in Video Storage
Area Network (VSAN) solutions,
ImageAGENT II integrates multiple
storage and networking technologies
into a single seamless solution for
sharing digital media in a broadcast
or video post -production facility;
supports Ethernet, Fiber Channel, Serial Storage Architecture (SSA), SCSI,
Mac OS, Windows, Windows NT and SGI; includes internal connections for
RAID and offers 100MB/s sustainted guaranteed flow -through bandwidth;
607-266-4000; fax 607-266-4020; www.pathlight.com
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Digital Satellite
Newsgathering
Flyaway Package

Continental Microwave/RF
Technology DSNG technology:
field -proven digital satellite
newsgathering technology with
Flyaway packages; available with
1m, 1.5m and 2.2m antennas; single
thread or redundant; at C, X, Ku
and K band (or any combination),
and feature a wide range of digital
video and compressed analog video
options; 203-866-4283; fax 203-
853-3513
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Digital Video Generator

ProTeleVision PT 5230: is
configured around a basic unit to
which additional generator outputs
can be added, making up to six SDI
signals available simultaneously;
digital audio signals are embedded
in most available outputs; analog
output module provides complex
test patterns and test signals for
analog domain; is also gen-lockable
to a traditional black burst
standard; 201-529-2188

Te4ti and easureme

Whatever your requirements for real time MPEG-2 test
and measurement, we have the system solution:

 Transport Stream Analyzer (TSA')
 Transport Stream Generator (TSUI)

For powerful and affordable solutions worldwide,
the Digital Transport Systems/Wandel & Goltermann
team is your single source. Contact us today.

IUl Digital Transport Systems

Wandel & Goltermann
Communications Test Solutions

Digital Transport Systems: www.dtsys.com
Wandel & Goltermarwi: www.wg.com
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Digital Solid -State
UHF Transmitter

Harris DiamondCD:
developed exclusively for
digital television, this digital
solid-state UHF transmitter
includes many features to
maximize coverage,
performance and reliability;
the highly distributed,
redundant architecture
includes "smart" PA modules
with built-in protection,
control and diagnostics; one
switching power supply is
provided for every two PA
modules; 513-459-3400; fax
513-459-3890;
hbd@harris.com.
www.broadcast.harris.com
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ENGINEERING

ADVERTISEMENT

USR-100 Microprocessor
Controlled UHF Wireless
Microphone System

The Telex® USR-100 wireless
microphone system is a powerful,
microprocessor controlled system designed
to offer the broadcaster involved with
roving production situations and news
gathering maximum frequency flexibility,
sonic quality and aggressive pricing. With
the availability of 100 channels, the USR-
100 offers the broadcaster a problem
solving wireless microphone solution to
crowded airwaves. Microprocessor control
allows the unique automatic self -tuning of
exact factory set frequency information,
enabling the full retention and recall of
those settings. As most other designs
implement a "wide band" approach
allowing possible interference, the USR-
100 maintains frequency specific accuracy,
thereby minimizing interference. Dual
Squelch is performed by a Tone Coded
Squelch on a little used tone frequency of
31.250kHz coupled with an RSSI
Amplitude Squelch. Microprocessor
control also allows for efficient Pos-i-Phase
SmartTM diversity implementation.
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RadiocomTM Two -Channel
Encrypted Digital Ulf
Wireless Intercom.

The powerful Telex® RadiocomTM BTR-
600 Two -Channel Encrypted Digital and
BTR-500 Two -Channel UHF Wireless
Intercom systems are designed to meet the
needs of any situation where mobility needs
combine with communication needs. The
BTR-600 is a full duplex wireless intercom
system capable of addressing two
independent channels of a wired intercom.
Operating in the 524 to 608 MHz and 614
to 746 MHz frequency bands, the unit
offers full frequency agility. The system
integrates into any two -wire or four -wire
Telex, RTSTM or other intercom system.
The digital encryption scheme found on
the BTR-600 offers a cipher code of 65,536
possible combinations ensuring
interference free transmissions that cannot
be intercepted. The BTR-500 is identical
to the BTR-600, less the digital encryption
system.
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eus

Zeus 2400 DSP Matrix
Intercom System

The Telex RTSTM Zeus 2400 DSP
Intercom system provides high quality
audio, system flexibility, compact size and
aggressive pricing. The system is aimed at
broadcast and simulator situations, military
and industrial applications, and auditorium
and stadium installations. The RTS Zeus
2400 DSP Matrix intercom system, based
on the highly regarded ADAM Advanced
Digital Audio Matrix, is designed to deliver
24 channels of better than CD quality audio
in a two rack unit package. The heart of the
system is a TDM ASIC that performs all
audio switching and mixing in the digital
domain. The CD quality sample rate of
44.1kHz is enhanced by 20 bits of resolution
yielding superior audio clarity. The TDM
ASIC processes 45 bit word length, insuring
full performance regardless of the number
of users on a given path.
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News Crews Nationwide Making the "Impossible"
Live Shots Possible with Telex's Camlink II

The latest wireless video equipment is giving
ENG crews across the country unprecedented
freedom to cover the news without cables between
the camera and truck while maintaining the highest
possible video quality.

Cincinnati's WXIX-TV has been using two
CamLink Its primarily for its "19 in the
Morning"show for several months. Paul Smith,
assistant chief engineer at WXIX, notes that the
unit's flexibility gives the station's cameramen
the ability to roam that the competition does not.

"We wanted to lose the worry of always being
tethered for a live broadcast,"says Paul Smith,
assistant chief engineer at WXIX in Cincinnati.
"Now, with the CamLink II, we can get a live
remote going at a moment's notice and get as
close to the scene as is safe and possible."

Smith says the CamLink II's ease of use, high -
quality capabilities and affordable cost made it
the clear choice for FOX 19, "We've had the

CamLink II outside the studio's building and had
the signal go through walls with nearly perfect
video," says Smith. "We've also tested it using
directional antennas and, with a clear path, we've
had the signal travel a couple miles with very
good reception. We are very happy with the
CamLink II's capabilities and how it lets us shoot
previously unattainable live video."

In Omaha, Nebraska, news crews at top -rated
WOWT have found that once unattainable is now
within their reach, "The CainLink II gives our
cameramen the flexibility during bad weather
situations and isolated terrain locations to get up
close and deliver a high -quality live broadcast,"
explains Mike Plews, chief photographer for NBC -
affiliate WOWT. "The quality is remarkably good.
During coverage of a multiple vehicle accident
recently, the CamLink II's signal path had to
cross three lanes of highway where semi -trucks
were constantly going by. The feed did not break -

Is your WIRELESS VIDEO
assignment the toughest in the

up or get disrupted at all. We were very impressed."
WOWT uses the CamLink II daily for three live

shots for the four o'clock news. The CamLink II's
receiver is rack -mounted in one of four of the
station's ENG microwave trucks. Plews says the
CamLink II's flexibility, range and overall
broadcast quality, give WOWT a clear advantage
over the competition.
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Cam"
WIRELESS VIDEO

Or is it more down to

EARTH?
EITHER WAY,

1:110_...1 DON'T BE TIEDcWUgIQr NEWS

. DOWN BY CABLES!

For more information on CamLink 11

or its use by NASA in space, call

1-612-884-4051 or e-mail us at

camlink@telex.com or visit our

web site at www.telex.com.
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51997 Telex Communications,

The CamLink II Wireless Video System

is being used all over the planet to cover

breaking news, sports, live events,

and feature film production. Even

spacewalking NASA and MIR
astronauts who need to send

broadcast -quality pictures back

to their spacecrafts will use the

CamLink II. You too can depend on

CamLink H's reliability, stability and

exclusive features:

 Longest Ranges: from 100 yards
to 5 miles and beyond

 Auto -Phase Triple Diversity for
rock -solid video

 16 Synthesized Channels for
maximum frequency agility

 Timecode and Tally transmission
create Instant Window Dube"

Use CamLink II and put your

newscasts and video productions

"worlds above the competition.

TELEX
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Product Source

Digital Fiber -Optic
Transmission Platform
ADC Broadband
Communications
DV6000: this
multichannel
platform now
supports 8-VSB
modulated
services, as well
as a variety of
video and data
service interfaces;
the DV6000 can
transport up to
16 separate 8-
VSB modulated
channels directly
at TV IF, allowing modulation
equipment to remain within the
studio; an option to transport a
single 8-VSB IF channel over a
fiber-optic cable is also available;
203-630-5700; fax 203-630-5701
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Wireless Intercom Systems
Telex Radiocom BTR-600 and
BTR-500: the BTR-600 is a full -
duplex, two -channel encrypted
digital system featuring a UHF
transmitting belt pack and receiving
base station; it addresses two
independent channels of a wired
intercom from the base station; the
system operates in the 524MHz to
608MHz and 614MHz to 746MHz
frequency bands and integrates into
any two -wire or four -wire Telex,
RTS or other intercom system; the digital encryption scheme offers a cipher code
of 65,536 possible combinations; the BTR-500 is identical to the BTR-600
without the digital encryption system; 612-884-4051; fax 612-884-0043
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Component Digital/Analog Video Mixer,
D -1 -to -Analog Converter
Video GainesVille MightyMix,
MightyCoder: the MightyMix eight -
input mixer is integrated into a one-
piece package measuring only
17"Wx13.5"Dx5.8"H; a
preprogrammed DVE option adds
100 ready -to -use 3-D effects; the
MightyCoder D -1 -to -analog
converter measures 4.2" x3"x1.25"
and weighs less than eight ounces
without power supply; 352-372-0270;
fax 352-378-5320
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Lighting Equipment

Blaine Lentz Lighting Associates
ProLens, ProMic, ProBaby: the
ProLens shade eliminates the need
for flare compensation and
continuous riding of black levels by
providing maximum flare
protection at every focal length and
on every box type lens; the ProMic
components for mounting effects
mics can be used on all flat and
round surfaces, ranging from hard
camera lenses to padded stadium
railings and gang poles; 818-887-
7148; fax 818-887-4472;
Tvlights@worldnet.att.net
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File Server Station

Winsted: LRx series: a modular
series of file server stations featuring
steel, L -Frame architecture;
components can be mixed and
matched and each system includes
smooth rolling wheels; the basic L -
frame comes with a stationary server
shelf for multiple servers or a pullout
server shelf for individual servers;
the sliding server shelves have
optional retractable cable lacing
guides to help keep cables in place
while the server is pulled out; pull-
out keyboard shelves, deep enough
to hold three keyboards, come in flat
or tiered versions; 800-559-6691 or
612-944-9050; fax 612-944-1546;
www.winsted.com;
racks@winsted.com
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Weather Graphics System
AccuWeather Ultra Graphix
version 2.05: this weather graphics
workstation integrates customized
maps, comprehensive weather
information and animated icons on
the same screen while rendering all
images in full 3-D perspective; it
also allows users to convert from
2-D to 3-D perspective with a click
of the mouse; the new system can
quickly animate storm tracks, such
as hurricanes, with the new
Animatrak rendering; in addition,
it has the ability to edit and save weather modeling data, as well as render the
data into ready -to -air graphics; 800-566-6606 or 814-237-0309; fax 800-683-
6329; www.accuweather.com; info@accuwx.com
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Video Delivery System

'VIDEO PIPELINE

LEL Computer Systems Video
Pipeline -2: this system delivers
MPEG-2-quality video and audio
over T1, El, RS -422, Ethernet (MAC
or IP Multicast Packets), ATM and
V.35 at bit rates of 3Mb/s to 8Mb/s;
the highest -quality compressed video
can be used for cable distribution,
teleconferencing, distance learning
and security; DVB-compliant
equipment can also be used; 561-
347-2242; fax 561-347-6276
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Mini Disk Recorder

Otari MR -30: a professional,
convenient and cost-effective digital
recorder that uses commercially
available MiniDiscs; it provides
various recording, editing and
playback functions for broadcast,
post -production and sound
reinforcement; features include 148
track minutes per MiniDisc, AES/
EBU and SPDIF inputs, basic editing
with multiple layers of undo and
instant playback of selected tracks;
650-341-5900; fax 650-341-7200
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NTSC/PAL Decoder

Television Equipment Associates
CDD-3101: Matthey Electronics
has a single -card, the CDD-3101,
that offers high -quality three -line
adaptive comb filter decoding, with
10 -bit internal processing; composite
analog signals are converted from
NTSC/PAL directly into serial
digital component 4:2:2 format; for
better distribution, the Matthey
decoder has four serial D-1 outputs;
914-763-8893; fax 914-763-9158
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Aspect Ratio Converter
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Axon Digital Design ARC2000: the
product line of two-way aspect
ratio converters is designed for
conversion from 4:3 to 16:9 and
back, including pan scan, letterbox
and pillarbox; high -quality vertical
filtering is reached by using a
temporal (3 fields ) 12 lines FIR
filter; inputs and outputs are SDI,
10 -bit serial digital video (270Mb);
888-919-9379 or 212-265-6865;
fax 212-265-6402; www.axon.nl;
ncocny@mindspring.com
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DSA3O9 Digital Video
Studio Analyser

 Tests composite and component serial digital
video signals.

 Continuous on-line monitoring of key parameters.
 Graphic touch screen interface and menu system.
 Errors displayed on the LCD screen, or routed to a

printer or stored on the built-in 3.5" floppy drive.
 Real-time detection of illegal colors.
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AT951 ATSC Stream Player
 Single play or continuously looped
playout of ATSC or DVB signals.

 Adjustable playout start and stop points.
 Automatic determination of Transport

Stream playout rate.
 Internally generated or external source

of playback clock.
 188 byte packet formats.

esting
Sencore covers all your needs!
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S310 Digital Video Analyser
 Tests composite and component serial or
parallel digital video signals.

 Direct readout key signal parameters.
 User selectable alarm thresholds.
 A comprehensive CCIR601 pattern generator.
(34 different test patterns.)

SV953P MPEG-2 Portable
Transport Stream Analyzer

 Record, playout, monitor and analyze
MPEG-2 and DVB signals.

 Conformance test TS layer and PES layer.
 Complete Buffer Analysis.
 Real-time monitoring of MPEG-2 for
complete signal analysis.

 Easy -to -use Windows NTI'm interface.

For detailed information, call 1-800-SENCORE 73)

www.sencore.com  3200 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Direct Line: 1-605-339-0100  Fax: 1-605-339-0317
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Videocassettes Digital Console

Product Source

High -Definition Portable Camera

QUANTEGY

BSP
60.

Quantegy Betacam SP: BSP is
specifically designed for the picture -
perfect performance required for
critical applications; it provides
excellent picture and audio
reproduction for professional ENG/
EFP and studio applications;
manufactured under stringent
quality controls, the videocassettes
feature ultrafine metal particle and
dimensionally stabilized polyester
backing that prevents skew errors
and maintains low dropout rates;
800-752-0732 or 770-486-2800; fax
800-628-0535
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THE ONLY
SCAN
CONVERTER
with a

400w.
SMOOTH
ZOOM
Admirifece114,1111.raiSIMIIWANINIM

INTRODUCING . . .

THE RGB/VIDEOLINK
1 700D- 1
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COMPUTER

ZOOMED
VIDEO

We designed our new
RGB/Videolink 1700D-1
video scan converter
with a 400% zoom -
so smooth you can
continuously pan and
zoom while videotaping.
Choose linear or eased
motion. Set the initial
and final positions.
Execute the move with
the touch of a button.
The result - perfectly
smooth moves, easily
executed, broadcast
quality.
A unique combination
of quality and features
makes the RGB/Videolink
1700D-1 simply the best
scan converter on the
market.
Visit our web site:
http//www.rgb.com

B SPECTRUM°
a visual
communications
company

950 Marina Village Pkwy
Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 814-7000
(510) 814-7026 FAX
E-mail: sales@rgb.com

Solid State Logic Aysis Air: this 48 -
channel digital console incorporates
its own router for stand-alone
operations but can be extended to
use SSL's hub router to provide
access to more than 2,000 sources
and destinations; the system offers
reduced wiring complexity with 95
channels of digital audio on a single
coaxial cable; a dedicated control
surface is optimized for real-time
mixing operations, and all console
controls are fully automated via
snapshots; all settings can be stored
and instantly recalled selectively
or globally; 212-315-1111; fax
212-315-0251; www.solid-state-
logic.com
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Panasonic AK-HC800: the AK-HC800 is
a portable companion to the AK-HC850
high -definition studio camera; featuring
three 2/3 -inch 2,000,000 -pixel M -FIT
CCD imagers, this high -definition
camera delivers the full high -definition
bandwidth of 1,000 TV lines of
resolution and uses serial digital fiber-
optic cable link to transfer RGB 4:4:4
data at 2.2 Gb/s from the camera head to
the CCU; the unit also has parallel 1125 -line HD and 525 interlace outputs;
201-392-6176; fax 201-392-6558; www.panasonic.com/pbds
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Multiformat Onscreen Monitor Famil
Videotek VTM-200: this family of
products provides a revolutionary means
in which to monitor and measure 601 and
AES digital and composite analog (NTSC
and PAL) video and audio signals for less
than half the cost of traditional methods;
the primary output is SVGA compatible
for display on any standard computer
monitor; 610-327-2292; fax 610-327-9295;
www.videotek.com; sales@videotek
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8VSB Modulator/Exciter
Itelco DTV (8VSB) modulator/
exciter: this product features
excellent performance fully
compliant to 8VSB ATSC DTV
standard and upconverter to
VHF B.III or UHF B.IV.V; it
has a modular plug-in design
with compact dimensions; +39
763 316231; +39 763- 316239
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HDTV Full Digital Camera
Ikegami HDK-790: a top -of -the -line full digital
HDTV studio camera for broadcast use,
featuring three 2/3 -inch CCD image sensors each
with 2,000,000 pixels; with a downconverter
built into its CCU, the HDK-790 supports not
only traditional NTSC broadcasting, but also
HDTV; it also incorporates newly developed
digital processing ICs to implement all -digital
image processing and the camera achieves full -

digital HDTV implementation, boasting a wide
variety of digital specific features and functions;
201-368-9171; fax 201-569-1626
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HDTV Digital Signal Generator
Leader Instruments LT 440D:
a test signal generator that
operates in the 1125/59.94
HDTV system and complies
with BTA S -004A, S -005A,
S -006A and SMPTE 229M, 291M and 292M; it incorporates serial digital
outputs of standard and dedicated test signals that include the pathological
check field including embedded four -channel AES/EBU audio test tones; a
dedicated digital audio output feed is also provided; 800-645-5104 or
516-231-6900; fax 516-231-5295

""-_--ritionms
mix
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ISDN Codec/Recorder/Editor
NAGRA C -PP: this unit is
universally powered from
94VAC to 264VAC, 48Hz to
63Hz mains; the C -PP can be
used for recording, playing
and virtual editing of digital
audio files using PC card
FLASH memory technology
as the storage media; the
codec communicates using
the MPEG (Layer II), G.722 and G.711 compression systems via international
ISDN protocols, US National 1 and EURO-ISDN; the unit can be programmed
to automatically receive and record files on removable FLASH memory PC
cards and play pre -selected files each time a call is received; replacing the RJ45
telephone connection with a SMPTE/EBU time -code connector transforms the
C -PP into a TV/cinema post -production playback unit; 615-726-5191; 800-
813-1663; fax 615-726-5189; mail@nagra.com

MPEG Encoding
Products

C -Cube DVxpert single -chip MPEG-
2 encoder family: the DVxpert 5110
is a single -chip MPEG-2 Main Level
@ Main Profile broadcast encoder; it
provides special features designed to
optimize multichannel broadcast
applications, while maintaining the
highest image quality for the viewer;
the DVxpert 6210 is a professional
encoder that can compress images
into MPEG-2 Main -Level @ 4:2:2
or MPEG-2 Main Level @ Main
Profile; it handles 4:2:2 video streams
from 6 to 60Mb/s; 408-490-6300;
fax 408-944-6314; www.c-cube.com
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Pro ram Encoder

DiviCom MediaView MV40: this
encoder is based on C -Cubes'
MPEG-2DVx platform and delivers
increased channel count and
improved video quality; the MV40's
design harnesses the power of two
complete compression/
decompression silicon engines to
analyze and encode program data,
then perform a more refined yet
similar operation again using data
from the first operation; it can also
maintain picture quality at
extremely low bit rates, offering TV
service providers more flexibility in
allocating program bandwidth;
switchable 4:2:0 and 4:2:2 formats,
and DVB and ATSC compliance;
408-944-6700; fax 408-944-6705;
www.divi.com
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NEW FOR 1998

Film Post Solutions & Broadcast Solutions
New Multi -Format Film code
readers- Keykode, ARRI code
& Aaton code

Keykode Reader for data
mode transfers

Digital Afterburner, 3 line
D-VITC and LTC reader /
Character Inserter

Digital Graticule Generator for
Safe Area/Title and Masking

Telecine Keyer

Wft Vista Vision and large Film
Format Support (70mm
and 65mm)

RP Support for decrementing
Keykode numbers

Automated logging of print
daily rolls

On Air Digital Closed Caption Encoder
(internal modem, v -chip support, power failure by-pass)

HDTV Closed Caption Encoder

Digital downstream keyer
GPS referenced Time code Generator

EBU-SMPTE Time code Converter

HDTV Graticule Generator/Masker
 New Modular Platform for SDTV & HDTV
 HDTV 1.5 Gb/s DA's

Evertz taking care of your Metadata requirements.

EVERTZ MICROSYSTEMS LTD.

3465 Mainway, Burlington, Ontario, Canada. L7M 1A9

Tel: 905-335-3700  Fax: 905-335-3573

web site: www,evertz.com  E-mail: sales@evertz.com
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Broadcast

Product Source

Digital Video Routing Switchers
Datatek D-2800 high density series: a high-

density series of digital video routing
switchers for medium -to -large systems, and
for all standards to 360Mb/s; the series
features a 128x128 digital video matrix in
11 rack units, 192x192 in 22 rack units and
256x256 in 44 rack units; this high -density
series uses the same control system as the D-
2800 series of digital and analog video and
audio routers; 800-882-9100 or 908-654-
8100; fax 908-232-6381
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High -Performance Video Modulator
and Demodulator
EFData Corporation (a
division of California
Microwave) SDM-2020: a
high-performance video
modulator and
demodulator designed
specifically for high-speed
satellite transmission; ideal applications include DVB, DSNG, primary and
backhaul transmission for contribution, distribution and HDTV; it operates in
one -bit steps from 1Mb/s to 100Mb/s; 602-968-0447; fax 602-921-9012;
www.efdata.com/index.html
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Digital Video Mixer
with 3-D DVE Effects

FOR -A VPS-400D/DP: a serial
digital component I/O video mixer
with DTV operation; it includes a
built-in floppy disk drive to upload/
download operational data and
multiple add-on features are
available, including real 3-D DVE
effects, chroma-key, tally out,
analog composite outputs (program/
preview), LAN 10BASE-T interface;
714-894-3311; fax 714-894-5399;
forascb@aol.com
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Cables for HDTV
Broadcast Applications

Belden 7731A digital video coax:
intended for internal studio use, this
RG-11/U-type coaxial cable meets
the SMPTE 292M standard for bit -
serial digital interface for HDTV
systems; this high-performance
cable is designed to support cable
runs up to 500 feet, making it ideal
for the long -haul infrastructure,
between room and interfacility, in
broadcasting studios and post -
production facilities; 800-BELDEN-4
or 847-818-1880; fax 847-818-1886
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nriar
TECHNOLOGIES

Ack

The OmniVideo Series

Multi ideo Window Solutions

/
(

,EIVILELIVELFRI k!

Display a rich mix of multiple Ike \ idco sources
& flicker free graphics Nith both standalone

and PCI card solutions.

 Resize & Position up to 16 Video Inputs
 NTSC / PAL Multi -Image Displays
 Video Capture to VGA

Labels, Logos & Borders Overlay

Cable TV Broadcast. Video Monitoring. Mosaic Barker
Channels. Multimedia Displays. Projection Systems.

Distance Learning & Interactive Video

I.:I 151-1 -2sox94's I ,\ 353-1-2m)8956
I 111:111 '<IL, it /011(1:11 0/111 hill) \\ /I111(1.11

See us at infocomm - Hall D - # 3323

Video Jacks

ADC Telecommunications Super
Video Jack Family: the performance
of these video jacks is matched for
data rates up to and including HDTV
in the full uncompressed 1.485Gb/s
rate; the standard -size SVJ-2 can
handle bandwidths up to 2.4GHz;
the midsize MVJ-3 can go to 3GHz
and beyond; 612-938-8080; fax 612-
946-3292; www.adc.com
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HDTV Analysis

Central Tower HDTV analysis:
Central Tower is offering HDTV
analysis and tower inspections on
your existing structures to determine
HDTV readiness, in addition to full -

service site planning, manufacturing
and installation; 800-664-8222 or
812-853-0595; fax 812-853-6652;
www.centraltower.com
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Still -Store

Miles M25 Not -So -Still -Store:
featuring a radical architecture, this
product allows real-time multilayer
compositing of SDI stills, logos and
animated clips; two stored images
with keys and an external fill and
key input can be composited over a
live video background in real time;
these capabilities are duplicated on
a second channel to allow true look -
ahead preview and rehearse; a wipe
generator provides frame
comparison in telecine use or mixer/
switcher functions when used in a
broadcast presentation environment;
the M25 enables instant grab of
stills or animations, including keys,
while on air; the 160 -frame video
RAM cache allows instant recall of
pre -selected images and an internal
hard disk and PCMCIA memory
card provides non-volatile bulk
storage; +44 (0) 1635 552 524; fax
+44 (0) 1635 552 858
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Robotic Rail Track

Radamec robotic rail track system:
provides broadcast -quality
movement for on -air camera shots;
supports Radamec 421 and 435S
pan and tilt heads; easy to operate;
configurable with any Radamec
control panels; +44 (0) 1932
561181; fax +44 (0) 1932 568836;
radamec_broadcast@lineone.net
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Adjacent -Channel Technology
Acrodyne Adjacent -Channel Technology
(ACT): ACT allows you to pass adjacent
digital and analog signals through a single
high -power amplifier; Diacrode and
advanced tetrodes can be tuned to 12MHz,
the bandwidth required for two channels;
Acrodyne's booth will feature an ongoing
over -the -air demonstration of an ACT
transmission broadcast in analog and digital
from KBLR-TV in Las Vegas; 215-542-7000;
fax 215-540-5837; acrodyne@pond.com;
www.acrodyne.com
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Four -Channel Master Stereo Display
DK-Audio MSD600C/MKII: this upgrade has
been redesigned to fit an improved VGA color
display; the color LCD display offers a brighter
image with double backlights and a contrast
ratio improved by 100%; new features include
the ability to drive an external monitor and a
surround -sound option that allows users to
monitor the surround -sound information on
the screen; because a pseudo -surround -sound
decoder is built in, an external decoder is not
needed; other features are analog and digital
(AES/EBU) operation, phase meter, audio
vector oscilloscope and level meter with seven different scales and optional FFT spectrum
analysis; 45-44-53-02-55; fax 45-44-53-03-67; DK-Audio@dk-audio.dk; www.dk-audio.dk
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HAMLET
EXCELLENCE IN VISION

Which are the ONLY devices in the world

to Digitally analyse both

Digital video and audio plus

Analog video and audio

in one unit?

The Answer:

Monitor Scope TM 601

and Digi ScopeTM 601

In fact they - do it all!

Real Multi -Formal On Screen analysis and measurement:

Serial Digital Video, embedded and AES/EBU audio.

Analog component, composite video and audio.

Full SDI transport analysis, error displays, alarms and

printouts against time.

Coloured Waveform, Vectorscope, and audio bar graphs

with peak level indicators and phase displays.

Simultaneous assessment of component and RGB illegal

levels. Unique out of gamut PolyTM display and alarms.

Vertical, Horizontal and Vector cursor measurements.

IN Outputs may be displayed on any monitor, digital or analog.

Remote Control, data and trace transfer via RS232/modem.

Selectable clean feed AtoD and DtoA outputs from the inputs.

All digital 10 bit processing, NO internal adjustments

and a Modular Upgrade path into the next millennium

and more....

So who
are clearly

the winners?

Hamlet users!

Y1999, Y2K and leap year proof

Hamlet Video International Limited, Orchard House, Amersham Road, Chesham, Bucks., HP5 1 NE, England.
Tel: + 44 (0) 1494 793 763 Fax + 44 (0) 1494 791 283

Email: sales@hamlet.co.uk Web site http://www.hamlet.co.uk Free Phone: 0500 625 525
James Grunder and Associates Inc., 14563 West 96th Terrace, Lenexa, Kansas 66215, USA

Tel: 001 913 492 4666 Fax: 001 913 895 7496
Email: patm@grunder.com.
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A -to -D Converter System

Product Source

Software for Sphere Non -Linear Systems
Benchmark Media
Systems ADA2008:
a bidirectional four -
channel, 20 -bit
converter system that is ideal for VTRs and routing switchers; it has four
channels of analog -to -digital conversion, four channels of digital -to -analog
conversion, an internal power supply and a 1RU chassis; 800-262-4675 or
315-437-6300; www.benchmarkmedia.com
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Miniature Encoders/Decoders and Converters
Miranda Technologies picoLink:
this series of micro products offers
a variety of stand-alone interfacing
options, including component or
composite analog to 4:2:2 decoder,
S -Video to 4:2:2 decoder,
composite to CAV or S -Video
decoder and ARC, and composite
aspect ratio converter; 514-333-1772; fax 514-333-9828; www.miranda.com
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Two -Channel UHF System
Nady Systems Platinum 802 series:
this two -channel UHF system offers
professional features and DigiTRU
Diversity, packaged in a system
costing less than many single -
channel UHF systems; it consists of
an ultracompact rack -mountable
receiver with dual front -mounted
antennas, adjustable line "1/4" and
fix mic level XLR outputs; it also
features a full range of transmitter options, including durable hand-held,
lavalier, instrument and head mics; 510-652-2411; fax 510-652-5075;
www.nadywireless.com
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Signal Management System
Telect VersaFrame 2000 modules:
new modules for the VersaFrame
2000, a modular frame for analog
and digital audio and video signal
management, dock within the
VersaFrame and include a YC (S -

VHS) video distribution amplifier,
a YC (S -VHS) 8x8 routing
switcher and a video waveform/
color bar generator with a built-in 4x1 routing switcher; the Mini VersaFrame
for smaller routing and distribution applications is also available; 800-551-
4567 or 509-926-6000; fax 509-926-8915; www.telect.com;
getinfo@telect.com
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Scitex Digital video SPORT: this
software provides for fast and easy
creation of sports highlight packages;
during live recording from a feed, the
Sphere operator can set a mark while
play is under way and SPORT will
create a clip with user -designated
handles that capture the beginning
and end of the play; 410-783-0600;
fax 410-783-0606
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Portable Lighting
Systems

Kino Flo UL -approved lighting: UL
safety lighting for portable
fluorescent fixtures; system meets
new UL safety standards for
patented Kino Flo fluorescent
designs; 818-767-7517; fax 818-
767-7517; kinoflo@aol.com
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Fibre Channel Storage

Storage Concepts Fiberaid: these
network switched Fibre Channel
storage solutions are for multiple
video applications at 100MB/s; host
platforms supported include SGI
Impact, 02, Octane, Onyx,
Challenge, PCI and Mac; 714-852-
8511; fax 714-852-8930
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ely Labs
Complete Solutions
DTV Requirements!

Series 2000
UHF Broadcast

Antennas

B -LINE
Transmission Line

NEW Lindenblad
FM Antenna

Single or
Multichannel

UHF & FM
Antennas

Combiners
and Related

RF Equipment

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273

1888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com
web site: www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -

DELIVERING MPEG 1 OR 2 VIDEO IN REAL-TIME.

OVER Ti PHONE LINES!

VIDEO PIPEUME

*Video

Teleconfere

*Distance Learning

*Secant/ Systems

*Video Server Systems El LEL COMPUTER SYSTEMS"

Florida: 561-347-2242  Fox: 561-347-6276* http://www lelcs com

Photographer's Vest

Porta-Brace video vest: this vest for
ENG and EFP photographers
consists of a soft inner layer and an
outer layer made of a mid -weight
Cordura fabric that is durable and
waterproof; pockets are included
for batteries, tapes, tools, secure
passport and wallet, pens, rain
slicker, ID, lunch and a cigar;
adjustable side tabs allow extra
room over sweaters; side zippers
provide extra freedom; 802-442-
8171; fax 802-442-9118
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Fibre Channel
Disk Array

DataDirect Networks Aria: this
product features 200MB/s, full -

duplex point-to-point throughput
and GaAs LRCs for on -the -fly hot-
swapping of drive modules; it can
offer up to 72GB per enclosure with
daisy -chaining and supports
7,200RPM Barracuda and
10,000RPM Cheetah Fibre Channel
drive modules; features include an
active low -noise Fibre Channel
backplane, software -based RAID
data striping and mirroring and the
ability to support up to 126 devices
on a single loop or 16 million
devices in a switched fabric; users
can select an optional built-in four -
port hub; 818-700-7600; fax 818-
700-7601; www.datadirectnet.com
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You'vegot

20oecondo

find the spot

with the rattle!

Visually
search your
digital archive
without leaving
your desk.

Winds of change are
blowing through the
broadcast industry. In a
world of compressed video -data, you will

be challenged to stay in touch with your digital assets.
Fortunately, there is an answer. The new Bowser' Visual Asset
Manager from Odetics Broadcast.

Just imagine browsing your entire video library from the
convenience of your desktop workstation. With frame
accurate video and stereo audio, the Bowser Visual Asset
Manager is an excellent companion to your automation
or library management system.

With the Bowser Visual Asset Manager you can find the
right rattle...or needle...in your digital haystack.

To find out more about how to manage your digital
assets, contact your Odetics Broadcast representative today.
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The BowserTM interface lets you see
your database.

Odietics
Broadcast

Your safe haven from the winds of change.

The Americas (714) 774-2200 Europe +44 (0) 118 927-4600 Asia +65 324-0636

www.odetics.com/broadcast/ Email: broadcast-sales@odetics.com
0 Odetics, Inc. 1998 12882
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Desktop Video Rack Routing Switcher

Product Source

Portable Dual Domain Audio/Interface Analyzer

MetaWave MW12: this rack is a
space -saving case that holds two
MW series signal processing boards
and is designed for use in desktop
video and other applications where
space is restricted; the unit can
accommodate MW audio and video
converters, as well as audio
embedders/extractors; 44-1635-
299000; fax 44-1635-299299;
info@metawave.co.uk;
www.metawave.co.uk
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R5/6+115 muting muncher

Knox Video RS16x16,
RS16x16BAL: these full -matrix
routing switchers are housed in an
ultrathin chassis and offer
maximum video bandwidth to
200MHz; the balanced audio
headroom is greater than 18dB and
plug-in Phoenix connectors are used
for balanced stereo audio; 301-840-
5805; fax 301-840-2946;
www.knoxvideo.com
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MPEG-2 Encoding System
Vela Research Argus 3.0: a Windows
NT -based MPEG-2 encoder system
designed for a broad range of
professional applications that require
broadcast -quality digital video; Argus
has an extensive range of encoding
capabilities for multimedia
applications, as well as high -quality
broadcast applications like digital ad
insertion and video -on -demand; new
features include variable bit rate
encoding, caching FTP, improved API
and inverse telecine; 813-572-1230; fax 813-573-2508; www.vela.com
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Videotape Cleaning and Evaluation for
DVCPRO Cassettes
RTI/Research Technology
International TapeChek TC
5100: this products lets you
confidently recycle your
videotapes quickly and
easily; the TapeChek cleans
and polishes the tape surface,
removing loose particles and
dust; a high -resolution defect
detector locates tape damage
preventing avoidable tape
failure; a tape information display shows tape length in minutes and the
number and location of any physical defects; the unit recycles a two-hour tape
in as little as three minutes; 800-323-7520 or 847-677-3000; fax 800-784-6733
or 847-677-1311; www.rtico.com; TapeChek@rtico.co
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Audio Precision Portable One Dual
Domain: the newest addition to the
Portable One family of audio
analyzers, the product features a

complete complement of digital
interface testing and monitoring
functions, including jitter generation
and measurement, audio bit error
rate, sample rate measurement and other interface functions; the new analog +
digital + interface tester generates and measures analog and digital audio
signals in their native domain; 800-231-7350 or 503-627-0832; fax 503-641-8906

Editing System
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Leitch (ASC) NEWSFIash news
editing system: uses shared storage
for simultaneous recording and
playback on both channels; shares a
common Fibre Channel arbitrated
loop technology; can record satellite
feeds, edit news stories and play
directly to air; 818-843-7004; fax
818-842-8945
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Video Interface For 02

Ensemble Designs Carbon analog
I/O for SGI 02: provides analog
video and key interface for Silicon
Graphics' 02; Carbon is great for
those using 02 with a beta deck or
other analog gear for graphics
applications; provides full 10 -bit
processing; 530-478-1830; fax 530-
478-1832;
www.ensembledesigns.com
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AUTOMATIC
VIDEO GAIN, EQ

& CHROMA DA

VAGC-100/200
Automatically set the video level to 1 Volt.
Automatically equalize 3000 feet of cable.
Automatically set chrominance levels.
Available for Leitch TM & Grass Valley TM

Available as a portable unit with 12 VDC or
110/220 VAC operation.

MULTIDYNE
Web http://www.multidyne.com

Email info@multidyne.com
1-(800)-4TV-TEST Fax 1-(516)-671-3362

Leitch E. Grass Valley are registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Cabling Solutions from Gepco

)( l,t t, pukes audio
video cable,

cable assemblies,
breakout
boxes
and more.

.P

Gepco
4- distributes

ADC, Kings,
Neutrk, Switchcraft,
EDAC and more.

Innovative, Quality Audio and Video Cable Products

1-800-966-0069
Chicago  Los Angeles

GEPCO
IN I ERNATIONAL, INC.

wwwgepcacom

Triax/Coax Camera
Control System

Telemetrics TM9660: a triax/coax
camera control system with newly
designed adapters and added
features; the CE -approved TM9660
is designed with component
transmission to interface directly
to digital converters; it can also
connect directly to Telemetrics
pan/tilt mechanisms for complete
CCU functions, along with robotic
functions over a single triax or
coax cable; 201-848-9818; fax
201-848-9819
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Telephone Interface

Clear-Com TEL -14: this two-line,
auto -nulling telephone interface for
the Matrix Plus digital intercom
systems allows up to 16 separate
phone lines to be interfaced in three
rack spaces; the unit can also be
mixed with any of the other
available interface cards in the
frame; the interface automatically
nulls at the beginning of the first
telephone call, establishing the best
possible connection between the
matrix system and the outside line;
from then on, it will undetectably
null and echo cancel in the
background; 510-527-6666; fax
510-527-6699; www.clearcom.com
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Castle Transmission International
Castle Transmission International
Castle Transmission International

Digital Terrestrial
Television
DTV

Digital Radio

More than two decades of
comprehensive experience in design
and specificatior pf digital systems
for the broadcast and communications
industries places Castle Trarsmission
Interr ational at the leading edge of
digital developments.

First in Analogue
First in Cigital

Wireless
Infrastructure

Transmission Site
Development and
Maracement

CTI s bLiding nationwide digital Forfurther information please
tele\.ision netwon<s'for the B8C and contact: Paul Eaten, Internat oral
BDE and a digital radio network for the Business Development Manager,
BBC., freaking rew ground in the UK Castle Transmis 3 on Interatioral
and worliwide. PO Eiox 98 Warwick CV3z. TN UK

Telephone +44 To 1926 4- 650e-.
Donk,r-ii;_.s us at NAB LVCC. Facs mile +44 )3) 1926 4- 6318
booth 10984. Web http:.'Nvww ctx .COT

emai info@ctxi.com
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Broadcast

Matrix Switchers

-Product Source-

Triaxial Camera Connectors Switcher
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Extron CrossPoint 1616 series: these
RGBS/RGBHV 16x16 matrix
switchers deliver 200MHz (-3dB)
video bandwidth when fully loaded;
inputs and outputs are isolated and
buffered, allowing any single input
or combination of inputs to be
switched to any outputs with virtually
no crosstalk; two models switch
RGBHV and two switch RGBS; two
of the models include two -channel,
stereo audio; 714-491-1500;
800-633-9876; fax 714-491-1517
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Video Disk Recorder

MountainGate CentraVision 6200
VDR: VDRs based on Fibre
Channel network attached storage;
when used in conjunction with the
CentraVision file system, the VDRs
allow shared access to the recorded
media; with the CV6200, storage
can be expanded as needed to more
than 40 hours uncompressed; the
CV6200 features similar VTR -like
control from the front panel, eight-

and 10 -bit support and support for
CCIR 601, 525 and 625 inputs and
outputs, as well as analog
composite inputs; 702-851-9393;
800-556-0222; fax 702-851-5533;
www.mountaingate.com
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rewite
PARLENIUM

Available in
6, 12, 18,
and 24
channel

sizes,

Millenium
consoles all

feature 3 output
buses, complete

remote control and
metering. All consoles make

extensive use of VCA technology
and electronic switching.

800-433-7668

PRIM
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SUPPLY

5700 E. Loop 820 S.
Ft.Worth, TX. 76119-7099

('hone: 817-483-7474
Fax: 817-483-9952

pas@lights-audio.com
www.lights-audio.com

ADC Telecommunications ProAx
line: easy -to -terminate connectors
with innovative features such as
field repairable center conductors
that eliminate the need to restrip,
on -site gender reversal, 0 rings that
provide superior sealing against
moisture, fewer parts to assemble
and compatibility with the tooling
you already own; it is available off
the shelf; 612-938-8080; fax 612-946-3292; www.adc.com
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All -Format Digital Editing System
FAST Electronic U.S. blue: this
turnkey system operates under
MPEG-2 (4:2:2p@ML); every in,
any out format allows editors to use
any digital or analog video format
on the same system at the same
time; data can be transferred via
SDI, IEEE 1394 or QSDI interfaces;
edits all video formats with no
degradation by keeping the signal in
its native digital state; offers 10 -bit
uncompressed component video and
20 -bit digital audio; 650-295-3500; fax 650-345-3447; www.fastmultimedia.com
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Automated Live TV Production with One -Person Crew
ParkerVision PVTV: an automated
live and live -to -tape production
environment where one person can
simultaneously orchestrate multiple
cameras, switch video, mix audio,
key graphics, control VTRs and
scroll scripts; at the heart of the
PVTV, is CameraManSTUDIO, a
fully automated live and live -to -
tape production system; 904-737-
1367; fax 904-731-0958;
www.parkervision.com;
parkerv@jaxnet.com
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Editing, Visual Effects and Graphics Creation
and Playback Systems
Discreet Logic FIRE -HD,
INFERNO, FROST: new and
enhanced versions of products
include the FIRE -HD on-line
non-linear, non -compressed
editing system designed for the
high -bandwidth requirements of
HDTV; the INFERNO
resolution -independent visual
effects system, which offers a
new film tools module; the
FROST 3-D broadcast graphics creation and playback system is designed for
over -the -shoulders, full -screen graphics, titling and DVE effects; FROST,
which will be demonstrated on the Silicon Graphics OCTANE, offering a most
cost-effective solution for broadcasters, is upgradeable to the VAPOUR virtual
studio software; 514-393-1616; fax 514-393-0110; info@discreet.com;
www.discreet.com

1256,110,
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Digital Production Consoles
Soundtracs Virtua version
2.0: the DPC-II totally digital system
consists of a modular work surface
and dedicated racks for analog/
digital conversion; work surface
frames provide 16 to 96 100mm
moving fader control; all sizes
support 160 channels and up to 224
audio interfaces; each block of 16
channels can have its own touch -
sensitive LCD color display; the
stand-alone Virtua 48 -channel mixer
features four -band fully parametric
EQ, compressors and gates on every channel, eight auxiliaries and 24 tape
outputs; 16 return inputs are configured as eight stereos with level, balance,
mute and master output only; 48 full inputs comprise 32 analog mic/lines and
16 digital inputs; the 32 analog inputs are individual remotely switchable
between mic and line connectors; 516-333-9100; fax 516-333-9108
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ECHOlab 5900: a large digital
video switcher with an integrated
server running Microsoft Windows
NT; the new 4:2:2 component
digital switcher has a full -function
layout with two M/Es in addition to
a program/preset bank, six keyers
and up to 33 inputs and 18 outputs;
the ECHOlab 5900 runs ITU-R 601
component digital, in 10 -bit quality
and is HDTV ready; the modular
back panel provides total flexibility
between digital I/O and 10 -bit
quality I/0; all inputs can be
configured in any combination of
formats; 781-273-1512; fax 781-
273-3275; www.echolab.com
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Monitor Scope

Hamlet Monitor Scope 601: this
device provides analysis of NSTC
and PAL serial digital 601, AES/
EBU and all analog signals, with
data displays, waveforms, vectors,
colored bar graphs and peak -level
indicators on its own built-in, high -
quality color LCD; the digitized in -

picture video outputs can also be
transmitted and seen on any other
monitor; this product will be
exhibited at the James Grunder and
Associates booth; +44 (0) 1494 793
763; fax +44 (0) 1494 791 283;
steve@hamlet.co.uk
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HDTV Lenses

Canon HDTV lenses: a full line of
ENG and studio -style HDTV lenses
including the HJ15X8B IRS/IAS
standard zoom lens, the HJ18X7.8B
IRS/IAS long zoom lens, the HJ
9X5.5B IRS/IAS wide-angle zoom
lens, the UJ20X7B HDTV studio
lens and the UJ65X9.5B HDTV
field zoom lens; all of the lenses
incorporate Canon's Internal Focus
(IF) technology for superior optics;
800-321-4388; fax 201-816-9702;
bctv@cusa.canon.com;
www.usa.canon.com
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The Top 5
ENG

Wireless
Receivers

UCR200D
POWER- 0 a -PILOT DIVERSITY

WM)ICW',12/E:)°M II;
OFF

AUDIO OUT

CIED
MOD RF (5 0 CD CD 0 (5 C5 C5 C5 CD C5 CD

Synthesized UHF wideband. Diversity
reception. 256 frequencies. Auto -tracking
front-end. External DC powering

UCR195D
DIVERSII

0 180

Moo RF000 C0 0 C3

POWER- 0 3 -PILOT

INT aliD EXT 7114111y
OFF ALLALICR1950

-42 -36 .30 24 18 12 .8 008

ME) 1" 1040 100,

Crystal controlled UHF wideband. The
ultimate audio quality. Battery or DC
operation. Diversity reception.

UCR195
PWR- 0 0 -PILOT/416_1F116

INT CEID EXT
MONITOR OFF ALLAUCR195

-12 36 30 2.1 18 , 008am[757-V 1040 102, 11212

MOD RF ) C4) (11) 0. 0 0 0000 ANT

Crystal controlled UHF wideband. The
ultimate audio quality. Battery or DC
operation. Single antenna reception.

UCR190
I I I =IOSCINICS

UCR1 90

EAT
MODULATION -5° (113V -20
-20--*. ode OUTPUT -POWER

Crystal controlled UHF narrowband.
UNICHANNEL® filtering. Battery or DC
operation. Single antenna reception.

CR187

Crystal controlled VHF narrowband.
UNICHANNEL® filtering. Battery or DC
operation. Single antenna reception.

Made with pride in time USA

No matter how you stack it up, the best
wireless microphone systems for ENG
production are from Lectrosonics.

eLECTROSONICS
Call: (800) 821-1121

T1 IFB TIVIAISMITTER

-20 Cl

AUDIO LEVEL. -1

LECTROT"

The way you need it...

The T 1 transmitter offers 250mW
output and direct intercom interface
with DIP switch input configuration.
External 12V DC powering.

256 user selectable frequencies!

The T2 transmitter provides a
100mW belt -pack for person to
person communications with headset
and lavalier mics. 9 Volt battery
powered.

The R1 receiver offers
automatic scanning and
programmable memory for
up to 5 stored frequencies.
9 Volt battery powered.

The T3 transmitter adapts to any
microphone with an XLR connec-
tor. 100mW output. 9 Volt
battery powered.

LECTROSONICS
Call: (800) 821-1121

Automatic microphone mixing.
.6D EECTROSINIS, INC

0.; 0;
15

CHANNEL? CHANNEL? CHANNEL 3 CHANNEL 5 CHANNELfi CHANNEL C HANNEL 8

AMBTC
AUTOMATIC MICROPHONE MIXER

0000
COMP,LEVEL tr.amPMVER

Programmable matrix mixing.
®LECTROSONICS,
RIO RANCHO NM U S A

MMB
EXPLODINGDD

ENO
NODE

'MENEM

(fe
0

What it will do for you...
Suppress background and ambient noise in the studio and
eliminate the need to "chase" microphone activity on the
console with the AM8 automatic microphone mixer. No
more "late" mics and outstanding sound quality, all with
convenient hands -free operation.

Utilize programmable audio signal routing and multiple
mixes with the MM8 matrix mixer. Instantly recall up to
6 stored configurations with a simple dry contact closure,
or up to 9 stored configurations using computer control.
RS -232 interface built-in.

LecNetTM products work as stand-alone components or
interface with production consoles and other audio signal
processing equipment. Inexpensive, very flexible and
highly reliable. LecNetTM software included.

For FREE demo software
Call: (800) 821-1121

LECTROSONICS
581 Laser Road, Rio Rancho, NM 87124 USA
FAX (505) 892-6243 - PH (505) 892-4501
Web site: http://www.lectro.com
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PIGINgERINO
Product Source

Videocart

AAVS DIVA DVCPRO: with a
modular design, this videocart allows
a fully customized configuration,
based on standard modules with
one or more expansion modules;
several videocart machines can be
linked together via a remote -control
network; DIVA DVCPRO can be
used in a wide variety of applications,
under the control of AAVS's Acube
automation system or other
automation systems; it holds up to
three VTRs with a capacity of 160
cassettes; +33 1 49 88 34 34; fax
+33 1 48 57 33 58; contact@aays.fr

Circle 223 on Free Info Card

VBI Data Bridge

Broadcast Video Systems VBI-10
data bridge: solves problems in
video processing and time -shifting -

equipment; VBI-10 can help reinsert
original data, VITS and closed -
captioning on the outgoing video;
can also delete unwanted data from
selected line, move selected VBI
from one signal and insert it into
another; 905-764-1584; fax 905-
764-7438; bvs@bvs.on.ca;
www.bvs.on.ca
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Videocassettes

QUAVIGY

DBC
6-1

DBC

Quantegy Digital Betacam
videocassettes: the DBC formulation
provides superior operational and
archival performance in extreme
environments; it offers high
durability and output, combined
with consistency and reliability; the
coactive site binder system is
designed to improve cross -linking
and reduce debris; other features
include a precision high -impact
cassette mechanism, advanced anti-
static plastics, Quantegy's exclusive
labeling system and convenient
cassette sizes from six to 124 minutes;
800-752-0732 or 770-486-2800; fax
800-628-0535

HDTV Tri-Level Sync
Generator

VAS Group HD-10sg: this HDTV
tri-level sync generator has the
ability to lock its tri-level HDTV
sync to 525 house sync to ensure
that both HD and SD systems are in
phase; this unique feature is useful
when downconverting HD material
to standard -definition video; the
locking capability also facilitates
synchronizing digital audio between
HD and NTSC systems; 818-843-
4831; fax 818-843-6544;
www.vasgroup.com;
into@vasgroup.com

Circle 226 on Free Info Card

Digital Tape Degausser
with EMF Shielding

Garner Industries Eliminator
4000FS: this Eliminator 4000 digital
tape degausser is available with
electromagnetic (EMF) shielding
that reduces radiated EMFs by more
than 50%; it is simple to operate
and allows bulk degausser users to
greatly reduce their exposure to
EMFs without compromising tape
erasing quality or productivity;
degaussing is well -suited for digital
formats such as DVCPRO, DVCAM
and DIGITAL S; 402-434-9100; fax
402-434-9133;
www.garnerindustries.com

Circle 227 on Free Info Card

Commercial Insertion Module
Videomedia VIP -PL play list module:
V -LAN compatible; creates sequences
by dragging clips from one or more
bins that are extracted from a master
database onto a time line; sequences
can be created, recalled and edited
when other sequences are playing;
WIN95/NT interface and picture icons
make system easy to use; 408-227-
9977; fax 408-227-6707;
www.videomedia.com
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MPEG-2 Testing Platform
Hewlett-Packard E6277 MPEGscope
Plus: a powerful, flexible and
extensible platform for MPEG-2 DVB
testing; it offers visualization of every
detail from DVB and ATSC tables to
video elementary stream analysis,
including MPEG 4:2:2; the
MPEGscope also features real-time
analysis, such as ETR-290, PCR jitter
and PID bandwidth, error -triggered
capture and comprehensive post analysis to pinpoint every problem; 408-553-
3001; www.hp.com/info/forhptv/; forhptv@vid.hp.com
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Fixed Microwave Link

RF Technology ACL series: this
series is a fixed microwave link
offered in turnkey digital STL
packages with a number of different
system configurations available;
options include single- and
multichannel of NTSC and/or ATSC
video with a number of modulation
schemes, including 16QAM;
transmission rates up to and greater
than DS3 (45Mb/s) are available;
203-866-4283; fax 203-853-3513
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Master Control Automation System
FloriCal Systems AirBoss-
NT: this system operates
on the Windows NT
platform and provides
seamless integration
between traffic and
master control; the system
is designed for one -person
operation and can be
expanded to control an
unlimited number of
channels; 352-372-8326

circle 228 on Free Info Card
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Ready NUM

Halogen or Arc Camera Light
PAG Ltd. Paglight: interchangeable plug-in
lamp units allow variants of unit type or
wattage to be changed without requiring the
user to handle the quartz envelope; a
PowerMax control unit incorporates a
voltage -control unit, which incorporates a
voltage control circuit that extends battery
run time and improves lamp filament life,
while ensuring a constant and correct color
temperature output; the PowerArc option
can be plugged in to convert from halogen
to metal -halide arc; the light is continuously
focusable from spot to flood with an even
spectral distribution; a multidirectional
mounting system allows the light to be
adjusted vertically through 100°or
horizontally through 180°; 44(0)181-543-3131; fax 44(0)181-540-4797;
PAG_LIMITED@compuserve.com; www.pag.co.uk

Wireless Video System

DynaPIX TRIAD: portable diversity
wireless video system; contains up
to five receivers, each receiver
output is simultaneously evaluated;
proprietary logic board switches to
the best signal at the horizontal line
rate minimizing the effects of
multipath and fades; 800-233-8639;
fax 603-880-6965;
www .dyn a p ix . com
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Condenser Microphone

Sennheiser MKH 2-80: a series of
RF condenser microphones designed
for recording the most exacting
criteria; the microphones feature
low inherent self -noise for
exceptionally accurate sound
reproduction and high sensitivity
ensures an excellent signal-to-noise
ratio, even for weak signals; the low
weight and durable light metal
design make them suitable for
outdoor applications; 860-434-
9190; fax 860-434-9022;
www.sennheiserusa.com;
miclit@sennheiserusa.com
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Rugged Depen ble Q

Count on Ross for all your
terminal gear needs.

The RossGear family includes Converters,
Audio and Video Distribution Products,
Video Keyers, Telecine Switchers, and a

Mini \ raster Control Switcher.

The Ross name, known for quality video
production switchers, is rapidly becoming

the name in terminal equipment.

Ross has released over 100 terminal gear
products in the last three years.

GVG* and Leitch** Compatible Frames
*GIG is a trademark of Tektronix Inc.
**Leitch Is a trademark of Leitch technology Corporation

Conversion
Gear

A -D Converters
D -A Converters

Distribution
Gear

Analog Video
Analog Audio

A Digital Video

Video
Keying
Gear

Analog Keyers
Digital Keyers

Master Control
Gear

Mini Master Control
Switchers

Age

And a Complete Line of Ross Video Production Switchers
Digital Switchers

"
2 MLE

1111111P11111r"'

41"?Vi_ ?q. -410141..
3 MLE

*4;, Afto, "?,C7 "

4 MLE

Analog Switchers
RVS 210A 1 MLE. 10 Inputs
RVS 216A 1 MLE 16 Inputs
RVS 316 1 MLE FGM/PST.

16 Irp_its

RVS 4' 6 2 MLE 16 Inputs

RVS 424 2 MLE Inputs

RVS 630 2 MLE. FGM/PS-
30 Inputs

Switchers, Keyers,
& Terminal Gear

Tel: (613)652-4886 Fax: (613)652-4425 Web: www.rossvideo.com eMail: solutions@rossvideo.com
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HOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (2L -1CUR31:

800-947-9928 800-947-9003
212-444-5028 212-444-5001

Store 8 Mail Order Hours:
Sunday 10-5

Monday thru Thursday 9-7
Friday 9-2  Saturday Closed

On the Web: http://ww.bhphotovideo.C3111

Panasonic 400 Died;

Between 33rd and 34th Streets
New York, N.Y. 10001

Sun. 10-5, Mon. thru Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-2, Sat. Closed

FOR &FREI MONTHLY CATALOG, CALL 800-947-6933, 212.444-6633 OR WRITE



VIDEO and PRO AUDIO
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

800 221-5743  212 239-7765
OR FAX 24 HOURS:

800 947-2215  212 239-7549

Nevus NNE Cards

New Address:
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.)

New York, N.Y. 10001

O

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

QUICK
DIAL

74 SONY
DSR-200A

3-CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder
Combining a compact and lightweight body with the superior picture quali-
ty of DSP (Digital Signal Processing) and the DVCAM format, the DSR-
200A is the ideal acquisition tool for video journalists, event and wedding
videographers, stringers and production houses. 500 lines of horizontal
resolution, 48kHz or 32kHz digital audio, three hour record time, and mini-
mum illumination of 3 lux is only the beginning. Other features include
16:9/4:3 capability, Steady Shot, high resolution 1 -inch viewfinder, time
code operation, time/date superimposition and an IEEE -1394 interface for
direct digital output. Offers full automatic as well as manual control of
focus, iris, gain, white balance and shutter speed.

 Variable servo 10X optical power zoom lens goes from 5.9  Records Drop/Non-Drop Frame time code. Time code can
to 59mm in 1.7 to 24 seconds. The manual zoom rocker is be read either as RC time code or as SMPTE time code

 Has a large 1 -inch B&W viewfinder with 550 lines of resolu-
tion for easy focusing even in low contrast lighting situa-
tions. Separate information sub panel displays time code,
battery time, tape remaining and other camcorder functions
without cluttering up the viewfinder.

 Records 16-biV48kHz audio on one stereo track or
12-bit/32kHz with two pairs of stereo tracks (L1/R 1,
L2/R2), so you can add stereo music or narration.

 One -point stereo electret condenser mic for clear stereo
separation. Directivity can be selected from 0, 90 & 120°.

 Automatic & manual (20 -step) audio level record controls.
Monitor audio with headphones or from the LCD panel
which has an active VU meter.

 XLR input connectors for mics and audio equipment.

continuously variable right up to where the digital 20X
zoom kicks in.

 Sony's Super Steady Shot reduces high frequency camera
shake without compromising image quality. SteadyShot
uses horizontal and vertical motion sensors that allow it to
work accurately while zooming, moving (even shooting
from a car), and shooting in low light conditions.

 Has digital effects including audio and video fade, overlap
and Slow Shutter.

 Automatic and manual focus, iris, shutter, gain and white
balance. Iris is adjustable in 12 levels from F1.6 to F11,
shutter from 1/4 to 1/10,000 of a second in 12 steps, Gain
from -3dB to +18dB in 8 steps.

 Zebra Pattern indicator, bult-in ND filter.
 Custom Preset function lets you preset, store and recall

custom settings for color intensity, white balance (bluish or
reddish), sharpness and brightness.

 Stores Photo, Date/Time, Shutter Speed, Iris, Gain and F-
stop for easy recall. So if you have to re -shoot, you know
your original settings for every scene and frame.

DSR-200A Field Package:
 DSR-200A Camcorder  NPA-1000/B Battery Case Adapter
 3 NP-F930/B 7.2v 4000 mAH Batteries
 AC-V900/B AC Adapter, Triple Battery Charger
 VCT-U14 Tripod Adapter  LC-2000CP System Case

DSR-30 DVCAM Digital VCR
The DSR-30 is an industrial grade DVCAM VCR that can be used for record- 1

ing, playback and editing. DV standard 4:1:1 sampling digital component
recording with a 5:1 compression ratio provides spectacular picture quality
and multi -generation performance. It has a Control L interface for editing
with other Control L based recorders such as the DSR-200A DVCAM
Camcorder or another DSR-30 . It also has a continuous auto repeat play-
back function making it ideal for kiosks and other point of information displays. Other features include high quality digital
audio, IEEE -1394 Digital interface and external timer recording. The DSR-30 can accept both Mini and Standard DVCAM cas-
settes for up to 184 minutes of recording time, and can playback consumer DV tapes as well.
 Records PCM digital audio at either 48kHz (16 -bit 2 chan-  Built-in control tray has a jog/shuttle dial, VCR and edit

nel) or at 32kHz (12 -bit 4 channel) . function buttons. The jog/shuttle dial allows picture search
 Equipped with Control L, the DSR-30 is capable of SMPTE at +1/5 to 15X normal speed and controls not only the

Time Code based accurate editing even without an edit con- DSR-30 but also a player hooked up through its LANC inter -
troller. Built in editing functions include assemble and sepa- face

rate video and audio insert .  DV In/Out (IEEE 1394) for digital dubbing of video, audio
 By searching for either an Index point or Photo Data record- and data ID with no loss in quality.

ed by the DSR-200A camcorder, the DSR-30 drastically cuts  Analog audio and video inpuVoutputs make it fully compati-
the time usually required for editing. The DSR-30 can ble with non -digital equipment. Playback compatibility with
record up to 135 Index points on the Cassette Memory consumer DV tapes allows you to work with footage record -
thanks to its 16K bits capability. ed on consumer -grade equipment. Tapes recorded in the

 Audio lock ensures audio is fully synchronized with the DSR-30 are also compatible with Sony's high -end DVCAM
video for absolute precision when doing an insert edit. VCR's.

PVM-14N1U/14N2U & 20N1U/20N2U
13 -inch and 19 -inch Presentation Monitors

With high quality performance and flexibility, Sony's
presentation monitors are ideal for any envi-
ronment. They use Sony's legendary
Trinitron CRT and Beam Current Feedback
Circuit for high resolution of 500 lines as
well as stable color reproduction. They also
accept worldwide video signals, have a built-
in speaker and are rack mountable. The
PVM-14N1U/20N1U are designed for simple
picture viewing, the PVM-14N2U and 20N2U
add RGB input and switchable aspect ratio.
They Feature:
 500 lines of horizontal resolution
 They handle NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, and

SECAM.

 Picture (chrome, phase, contrast, bright-
ness) and setup adjustments (volume,
aspect ratio) are displayed as easy -to -
read on screen menus.

 Closed captioning is available with the
optional BKM-104 Caption Vision Board.

PVM-14N2U/20N2U Only:
 (Last Input Switch) - Contact closure

remote control allows you to wire a
remote to an existing system so that the
monitor's input can be remotely con-
trolled to switch between the last previ-
ously selected input and the current
input.

 4:3/ 16:9 switchable aspect ratio

PVM-14M2U/14M4U & 20M2U/20M4U
13 -inch and 19 -inch Production Monitors

Sony's best production monitors ever, the PVM-M Series provide stunning picture quality, ease of use and a range of optional
functions. They are identical except that the "M4" models incorporate Sony's state-of-the-art HR Trinitron CRT display technol-
ogy and have SMPTE C phosphours instead of P22.

 HR Trinitron CRT enables the PVM-14M4U and 20M4U to
display an incredible 800 lines of horizontal resolution. The
PVM-14M2U and 20M2U offer 600 lines of resolution. M4
models also use SMPTE C phosphours for the most critical
evaluation of any color subject.

 Dark tint for a higher contrast ratio (black to white) and
crisper, sharper looking edges.

 Each has two composite, S -Video and component input
R-Y/B-Y, analog RGB).For more accurate color reproduc-
tion, the component level can be adjusted according to the
input system. Optional BKM-101C (video) and BKM-102
(audio) for SMPTE 259M serial digital input.

 Beam Current Feadback Circuit
 4:3/16:9 switchable aspect ratio.

 True multi -system monitors they handle four color system
signals: NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, and SECAM.

 External sync input and outputcan be set so that it will
automatically switch according to the input selected.

 Switchable color temp: 6500K (broadcast), 9300K (pleasing
picture), User preset.(3200K to 10000K).

 Blue gun, underscan and HN delay capability
 On -screen menus for monitor adjustment/operation.
 Parallel remote control and Tally via 20 -pin connector.

ONY UVW-100B
More affordable than ever, the UVW-100B offers 700 lines of horizontal resolution, 60dB S/N ratio, 26 -pin VTR interface, com-
pact design and ease of operation- making it ideal for field shooting applications.

 Three 1/2 -inch IT Power HAD CCDs with  Genlock input and built-in color bar generator.
380,000 pixels attain sensi-  26 -pin VTR interface for feeding component, composite

tivity and S -Video signals to another VTR for simultaneous
of Fl 1 at 2000 lux recording. Sart/stop are controlled and external VTR status
(low light is 4 lux), such as Rec and Tally are shown in the viewfinder.
S/N ratio of 60dB and  Diecast aluminum, 1.5 -inch DXF-601 viewfinder is rugged

700 lines of resolution. yet comfortable while providing 600 lines of resolution.
 Gain -up can be preset in 1dB  Large diameter eye cup reduces eye strain and simplifies

steps from 1dB to focusing. Diopter adjustments (-3 to 0) compensates for
18dB. differences in eye sight.
 Auto Iris detects the  Zebra level indicators, safety zone and center marker gener-

lighting conditions ator. Shows tape remaining and audio levels.
and adjusts for the  8 -digit LCD display indicates time data, warning indications

p-oper exposure. and video status. Battery status audio level are also shown
 Clear Scan records computer monitors without horizontal in a bar graph meter.

bands across the screen. Shutter speed can be set from  With Anton/Bauer Digital Batteries remaining battery power
60.4 to 200.3 Hz in 183 steps. Also has a variable high is displayed on the LCD panel and through the viewfinder.
speed shutter from 1/100 to 1/2000 of a second.  Weighs 151b. with viewfinder, battery, tape and lens.

 SMPTE LTC time code and UB generator/reader. Rec Run/ Shoulder pad is adjustable, so you maintain optimum bal-
Free Run, Preset/Regen are easily set. For multi -camera ance when using different lenses and batteries.
operation, genlock to an external time code is provided.

UVW-1200/UVW-1400A
Betacam SP Player  Player/Recorder

The UVW-1200 and UVW-1400A are non -editing VCRs which
deliver Betacam SP quality and offer features for a wide range of
playback and recording applications. RGB and RS -232 interface
make them especially ideal for large screen, high quality video
presentation, scientific research and (digital video environments.

 Ideally suited for work in computer environments, because
RGB signals can be converted into component signals and
vice versa with minimum picture degradation.

 25 -pin serial interface allows external computer control of
all VCR functions based on time code information. Baud
rate can be selected from between /200 to 38,400 bps.
Built-in Time Base Stabilizer (TBS) locks sync and subcarri-
er to an external reference signal as well as providing sta-
ble pictures. High quality digital dropout compensator fur-
ther ensures consistent picture performance.

 Equipped with two longitudinal audio channels.
 Both read LTC Time Code) and UB (User Bits). The UVW-

1400A also generates LTC and UB ( Free-Run/Rec-Run).
 Built-in character generator can display VTR status, time

code, self -diagnostic messages, set-up menu, etc.

811
 Auto repeat of entire or a specific portion of the tape
 Control of jog, shuttle, playback, record, pause, FF and REW

with the optional SVRM-100A Remote Control Unit.
 Composite and S -Video as well as component via BNCs

which are switchable to RGB output. The UVW-1400A has
two switchable sync connectors and a Sync on Green.
Built-in diagnostic function and hour meter.
Initial set-up menu for presetting operational parameters.
Settings are retained even after power is turned off.

UVW-1600/UVW-1800
Betacam SP Editing Player  Betacam SP Editing Recorder

The UVW-1600 and UVW-1800 are the other half of the UVW series. They offer the superiority of Betacam SP with sophisticat-
ed editing features. They feature an RS -422 9 -pin interface, built-in TBCs and Time Code operation. Inputs/outputs include
component, composite and S -Video. All the features of the UVW-1200/1400A PLUS-

 Optional BVR-50 allows remote TBC adjustment.
 RS -422 interface for editing system expansion.
 Two types of component output; via three BNC connectors

or a Betacam 12 -pin dub connector.

 Frame accurate editing is assured, thanks to sophisticated
servo control and built-in time code operation. In the insert
mode of the UVW-1800, video, audio Ch -1/2 and time code
can be inserted independently or in any combination.

PVW-2600/PVW-2650/PVW-2800
BETACAM SP 2000 PRO SERIES

Whenever versatility and no compromise performance is
needed, there is only one choice. Legendary reliability and
comprehensive support for its many users has established the
PVW series as the standard in broadcast and post production
.The PVW Series includes the PVW-2600 Player, PVW-2650
Player with Dynamic Tracking and the PVW-2800 Editing
Recorder. They feature built-in TBCs, LTCNITC time code
operation and RS -422 seria interface. They also offer com-
posite, S -Video and component video inputs and outputs.
Most important they are built for heavy, every day duty.
 Built-in TBC's and digital dropout compensation assure con-

sistent picture performance. Remote TBC adjustment can
be done using the optional BVR-50 TBC Remote Control.

 The PVW-2600, PVW-2650 and PVW-2800 (generates as
well) read VITC/ LTC time code as well as User Bits. Ext/lnt
time code. Regen/Preset, or Rec-Run/ Free -Run selections

 Built-in character generator displays time code or CTL data.
 Set-up menu for presetting many functional parameters.

PVW-2650 Only
 Dynamic Tracking (DT) playback from -1 to +3 times normal

speed.

 Two longitudinal audio channels with Dolby C- type NR.
 Recognizable monochrome pictures at up to 24X normal

speed in forward and reverse. Color at speeds up to 10X
 Two types of component connection; three BNC connectors

or a Betacam 12 -pin dub connector. They have composite
and S -Video signals as well.

PVW-2800 Only
 Built-in comprehensive editing facilities.
 Dynamic Motion Control with memory provides slow

motion editing capability.

UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEMS
Consisting of 5 handheld and bodypack transmitters and 6 different
receivers, Sony's UHF is recognized as the outstanding wireless mic
system for professional applications. Operating in the 800 MHz band
range, they are barely affected by external noise and interference.
They incorporate a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized control sys-
tem that makes it easy to choose from up to 282 operating frequen-
cies, and with the use of Sony's pre-programmed channel plan, it is
simple to choose the correct operating frequencies for simultaneous
multi -channel operation. Additional features, like space diversity
reception, LCD indicators, reliable and sophisticated circuit technology
ensure low noise, wide dynamic range, and extremely stable signal
transmission and reception. Ideal for broadcasting stations, film pro-
duction facilities, and ENG work.

SEVEN DAY CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

Circle (9) on Free Info Card



PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928 800-947-9003
212-444-5028 212-444-5001

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com

Panasonic
QUICK
DIAL
74

WJ-MX50
Digital AN Mixer

 Four input switcher and any two sources can be routed to
the program busses.  Two -channel digital frame synchro-
nization permits special effects in each NB bus.

 Combination of 7 basic patterns and other effects creates
287 wipe patterns.  External edit control input for RS -232
or RS -422 serial controls. Also has GPI input.

 Wipe boundary effects: soft/border (bold, eight background
colors available).  Digital effects:strobe, still, mosaic, nega-
tive/ positive, paint, B&W, strobe, trail, and AV synchro.

 Real -Time compression - entire source image is com-
pressed inside a wipe pattern.

 Fade-in and fade-out video, audio, titles individually or syn-
chronously faded . Down stream keyer with selectable
sources from character generator or external camera.

"Scene Grabber" moves a pattern while upholding the ini-
tially trimmed -in picture integrity.

 Eight separate memories enable instant recall of frequently
used effects.  8 preset effects including: Mosaic Mix,
Position Stream, Corkscrew, Bounce, Flip, Shutter, Vibrate,
and Satellite . Audio mixing capability of 5 sources with 5
audio level adjustments.

Canon
IF+ Series Zoom Lenses

Canon's IF+ family of lenses are engi-
neered to meet the needs of the next
generation of broadcasting
while meeting the standards
of today. Besides having the
widest wide angle lens avail-
able, the IF+ lens series have
wider angles at shorter
M.O.D. (Minimum Object
Distance), provide higher MTF performance and incorporate
Hi-UD glass for reduced chromatic aberration. In addition to
superb optics they're all designed with Canon's "Ergonomic
Grip" for fatigue -free shooting over an extended time. IF+
lenses are your assurance of unsurpassed quality and perfor-
mance for today and tomorrow.

J15ax8B
A next generation internal focusing lens with the shortest MOD
and widest angle of any standard lens, the J15aX8B IRS/IAS is
a standard ENG lens that lets you shoot in tight or restricted
areas at the closest mimimum object distance ever possible
and capture more of the subject. It incorporates all the great
features of IF+Ienses including a built-in 2X extender, high MTF
performance, Hi-UD glass, square lens hood and Canon's
"Ergonomic Grip".

J20ax8B IRS/IAS
Excellent for ENG, sports and production, the J20aX8B
IRS/IAS lets you squeeze in shots from 8mm and still take
you all the way out to 320mm with its built-in extender.
Incorporates all IF+ features, plus is the only lens (besides
the J9aX5.2B IRS/IAS) with aVari-Polar lens hood, enabling
rotation of attached filters.

V-16 AND V-20
Camera Stabilization Systems

The V-16 and V-20 allow
you to walk, run, go up
and down stairs, shoot
from moving vehicles and
travel over uneven terrain
without any camera insta-
bility or shake. The V-16
stabilizes cameras weigh-
ing from 10 to 20 pounds
and the V-20 from 15 to
26 pounds. They are both
perfect for shooting the
type of ultra -smooth
tracking shots that take
your audience's and
client's breath away. -
instantly adding high pro-
duction value to every scene. Whether you are shooting
commercials, industrials, documentaries, music videos,
news, or full length motion pictures, the Glidecam "V" series
will take you where few others have traveled.

&Isachtler
Sachtler quality is available to low budget users. The price of a
CADDY system includes the 7 -step dampened CADDY fluid head,
ultra -light but rugged carbon fiber tripod, lightweight spreader
and either a soft bag or cover. The CADDY fluid head features an
adjustable pan arm, 7 -step adjustment for quick counter balance
and the self-locking Sachtler Touch and Go System.

CADDY systems
CAD 01 Single -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System:

 CADDY Fluid Head  ENG Single -Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
 SP 100 Lightweight Spreader  Transport Cover 100

CAD 2A 2 -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System:
 CADDY Fluid Head  ENG 2 -Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
 SP 100 Lightweight Spreader  Soft padded ENG Bag

MILLER Fluid Heads and Tripods
Miller 20 -Series II

Fluid Head
 Dynamic fluid drag control
 Sliding/quick release camera platform
 Weighs 4 lbs. - handles up to 22 lbs.
 Counterbalance system compensates

for nose heavy or tail heavy camera
configurations and permits fingertip
control of the camera throughout the
tilt range.

 Includes independent pan and tilt
locks, bubble level, dual pan handle
carriers and integrated 75mm ball
levelling.

Miller 25 -Series II Fluid Head
 100mm ball level fluid head  Robust, lightweight, low profile design
 Quick release camera platform  Weighs 7Ibs.-handles up to 25 lbs.
 Multi -step fluid drag system and integrated counterbalance sys-

tem provide ultra -smooth, repeatable pan -and -tilt fluid control
and finger-tip camer balance for ENG camcorders, industrial CCD
cameras or small studio cameras

#601 -Lightweight Tripod
 Weighs 4.5 lbs., supports up to 30 lbs.
 Minimum height down to 24", maximum height to 5T.
 Folds down to 33"  Engineered from thermoplastic moldings,

diecast alloy and hard anodized tubular alloy.
Fast, one turn, captive leg locks

 Includes 75mm (3") ball levelling bowl

#649 -2 -Stage Tripod
 Two extension sections on each leg. Operates at low levels as well

as normal heights without the use of mini legs.
 High torsional rigidity, no pan backlash
 Weighs 6.6Ibs., supports 5C lbs.  Very portable, folds to 27'

Includes 75mm (3') ball levelling bowl

System 20 #338 -Miller 20 Head, 601 Lightweight Tripod,
On Ground Spreader

System 20 ENG #339 -Miller 20 Head, 649 2 -Stage Aluminum,
On Ground Spreader

System 25 #500 -Miller 25 Head, 611 Lightweight Tripod,
On Ground Spreader

System 25 ENG #502 -Miller 25 Head, 641 2 -Stage Aluminum,
On Ground Spreader

Vinten
Vision SD 12

Pan and Tilt Head with Serial Drag
The Vision SD 12 head features "Serial Drag" pan and tilt system.
System consists of a unique, permanently -sealed fluid drag and an
advanced lubricated friction drag. You achieve the smoothest pans
and tilts regardless of speed, drag setting and ambient temperature.
 Patented spring -assisted counter -balance system permits perfect

"hands-off" camera balance over full 180° of tilt.
 Instant drag system breakaway and recovery overcome inertia

and friction for excellent "whip pans".
 Consistent drag levels in both pan and tilt axis.
 Flick on, flick off pan and tilt caliper disc brakes.
 Greater control, precision, flexibility and "touch"
 Touch activated, time delayed illuminated level bubble.
 Working conditions from as low as -40° up to +60°C.
 SD 12 weighs 6.6 lbs and supports up to 35 lbs.

Vision 12 Systems
Vision 12 systems include #3364-3 SD 12 dual fluid & lubricated
friction drag pan/tilt head, single telescoping pan bar & clamp
with 100mm ball base.

SD -12A System
 SD -12 pan and tilt head
 3518-3 Single stage ENG

tripod with 100mm bowl
 3363-3 Lightweight

calibrated floor spreader.

SD -12D System
 SD -12 pan and tilt head
 3513-3 Two -stage ENG

tripod with 100mm bowl
 3314-3 Heavy-duty

calibrated floor spreader

Vision Two Stage ENG and
LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods

The ultimate in lightweight and innovative tripods, they are avail-
able with durable tubular alloy (Model #3513) or the stronger and
lighter, axially & spirally wound carbon fiber construction (Model
#3523). They incorporate torque safe clamps to provide fast, safe
& self-adjusting leg clamps.
 "Torque Safe" requires no adjustment. Its unique design adjusts

itself when required, eliminating manual adjustment and mainte-
nance and making for a much more reliable clamping system.

 New hip joint eliminates play and adds rigidity.
 They both feature 100mm levelling bowl, fold down to a com-

pact 28", and support 45 lbs.
 #3513 weighs 6.5 lbs - #3523 CF (Carbon Fibre) weighs 5.2 lbs.

VIN-5ST and VIN-10ST
 Compact & lightweight, they  Ideal for the latest

maintain Vision performance generation of dockable and
and quality. one-piece camcorders.

 Provide total stability and dura-  Compatible with all Vision
bility with payloads up to 33 lbs. accessories,

VIN-5ST includes Vision 5LF head, single stage toggle clamp
tripod, spreader and soft case.
VIN-10ST includes Vision 1OLF head, single stage toggle clamp
tripod, spreader and soft case.

onto%
CIo_DIGITALgor - Id Mount Batteries

Acknowledged to be the most advanced battery in the industry, the Logic Series DIGITAL
batteries deliver the feature most requested by cameramen: a reliable and accurate indi-
cation of remaining battery power.

DIGITAL PRO PACS
The ultimate professional video battery and recommended for all
applications. The premium heavy duty Digital Pro Pac cell is
designed to deliver long life and high performance even under
high current loads and adverse conditions. It's size and weight
creates perfect shoulder balance with all camcorders.
 DIGITAL PRO PAC 14 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY

14.4v 60 Watt Hours. 5 1/8 lbs. Run time: 2 hours @ 27 watts,
3 hrs. Lk 18 watts

 DIGITAL PRO PAC 13 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY

13.2v 55 Watt Hours. 4 3/4 lbs. Run time: 2 hours @ 25 watts,
3 hours @ 17 watts

DIGITAL TRIMPAC
Extremely small and light weight, the Digital Trimpac still
has more effective energy than two NP style slide -in bat-
teries. High voltage design and Logic Series technology
eliminate the problems that cripple conventional 12 volt
slide -in type batteries. The professional choice for applica-
tions drawing less than 24 watts.

 DIGITAL TRIMPAC 14 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY

14.4 v 43 Watt Hours. 2 3/4 lbs.
Run time: 2 hours @ 20 watts, 3 hours @ 13 watts.

InterActive 2000 Power/Chargers
QUAD 2702/2401

Four -Position Power/Chargers
The lightest (and slimmest)
full featured four posi-
tion chargers ever. They
can fast charge four
Gold Mount batteries
and can be expanded to
charge up to eight. They
also offer power from any
AC main: all in a package kk

the size of a notebook comput-
er and weighing a mere four lbs!
The 40 watt 2401 can charge ProPacs in two hours and
TrimPacs in one. Add the Diagnostic/ Discharge module and the
QUAD 2401 becomes an all purpose power and test system. The
70 watt QUAD 2702 bundles all Power/Charger features in the
ultimate professional power system.

Dual 2702/2401
Two -Position Power/Chargers

The DUAL 2701 (70 watt) and 2401 (40 watt) are sleek, rugged
and economical two posi-
tion Power/Chargers that
have all the features of
InterActive 2000 technolo-
gy including DC camera out-
put and LCD display. The
DUAL 2701 will charge any
Gold Mount battery in one
hour, the DUAL 2401 charges
ProPac batteries in two hours
and Trimpacs in one. Their compact, lightweight package design
makes them the ultimate travel Power/Chargers. They can also
be upgraded with the Diagnostic/Discharge Module and/or with
the Expansion Charge Modules to charge up to six batteries of
any type.

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES

Professional Grade VHS
PG -30 2.39 PG -60 2.59 PG -120 2.79

Broadcast Grade VHS Box
BGR-30 3.59 BGR-60 4.29 BGR-120 4.99

H471S S -VHS Double Coated
ST -30 6.99 ST -60 7.49 ST -120 7.99

M221 Hi 8 Double Coated
Metal Particles Metal Evaporated

P630HMP 4.99 E63OHME 8.39
P660HMP 6.49 E660HME 10.49
P6120HMP 8.49 E6120HME 13.99

M321SP Metal Betacam (Box)
05S 17.95 10S 18.49 20S 19.95
30S 22.95 60L 31.95 90L 49.95

DP121 DVC PRO
12M (Med ) 8.29 23M 9.79 33M 12.99
63M 22.49 64L (Lg.) 23.99 94L 33.99
123L 43.99

maxell
Hi8 Metal Particle (XRM)

P6-120 XRM 6.99

Broadcast Quality Hi8 Metal Particle
P6-30 HM BO 5.39 P6-60 HM El0 6.09
P6-120 HM BQ 7.99

P/I PLUS VHS
T-30 Plus 1.69 T-60 Plus 1.99 T-90 Plus 2.09
T-120 Plus 2.19 T-160 Plus 2.69

HGX-PLUS VHS (Box)
HGXT-60 Plus 2.69 HGXT-120 Plus 2.99
HGXT-160 Plus 3.99

BQ Broadcast Quality VHS (Box)
T-30 BO 5.49 T-60 BQ 6.19 T-120 BO 7.39

BO Professional S -VHS (In Box)
ST -31 BQ 7.19 ST -62 BQ

177..4999ST -126 BQ 8.39 ST -182 BQ

Betacam SP
B5MSP 15.75 B1OMSP 17.75 B2OMSP 19.75
B3OMSP 16.99 B60MLSP 27.99 B90MLSP 39.99

Panasonic,
Mini DV Tape

AY DVM-30 9.99 AY DVM-60 11.99
DVCPRO

AJ-P12M (Medium) 8.49 AJ-P23M 9.99
AJ-P33M 13.49 AJ-P63M 22.99
AJ-P64L (Large) 24.99 AJ-P94L 34.99
AJ-P123L 44.99SONY

Hi -8 Professional Metal Video Cassettes
P6-30 HMPX 4.59 P6-30 HMEX 7.99
P6-60 HMPX 6.59 P6-60 HMEX 11.49
P6-120HMPX 8.89 P6-12OHMEX 15.49

PR Series Professional Grade VHS
7-30PR 2.39 T-60PR 2.59 T-120PR 2.79

PM Series Premier Grade Professional VHS
T-30PM 3.49 T-60PM 3.99 T-120PM 4.79

BA Series Premier Hi -Grade Broadcast VHS (In Box)
T-30BA 3.59 T-60BA 3.99 T-120BA 4.79

MQ Master Quality S -VHS (In Box)
MOST -30 7.49 MOST -60 7.99
MOST -120 8.39

BRS 3/4" U-matic Broadcast Standard (In Box)
KCS-10 BRS (mini) 8.29 KCS-20 BRS (mini) 8.99
KCA-10 BRS 8.19 KCA-20 BRS 8.69
KCA-30 BRS 9.69 KCA-60 BRS 13.39

XBR 3/4" U-matic Broadcast Master (In Box)
KCS-10 XBR (mini) 8.79 KCS-20 XBR (mini) 10.19
KCA-10 XBR 9.29 KCA-20 XBR 10.69
KCA-30 XBR 11.99 KCA-60 XBR 15.69

KSP 11-matic SP Broadcast (In Box)
KSP-S10 (mini) 9.59 KSP-S20 (mini) 11.09
KSP-10 10.09 KSP-20 11.59
KSP-30 12.99 KSP-60 16.99

BCT Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (Box)
BCT-5M (small) 12.29 BCT-10M (small) 13.29
BCT-20M (small) 13.99 BCT-30M (small) 14.99
BCT-30M L 21.49 BCT-60ML 23.49
BCT-90ML 34.99

Mini DV Tape
DVM-30EXM w/Chip ...15.99 DVM-60EXM w/Chip 19.95
DVM-30EX "No Chip"..12.99 DVM-60EX "No Chip". 14.99
DVM-30PR "No Chip" ...9.99 DVM-60PR "No Chip". 12.99

Full Size DV Tape with Memory Chip
DV-120MEM 26.95 DV-180MEM 34.95

PDV Series Professional DVCAM Tape
PDVM-12ME (Mini) 19.50 PDVM-22ME (Mini) 22.95
PDVM-32ME (Mini) 24.95 PDVM-4OME (Mini) 26.95
PDV-64ME (Standard).34.95 PDV-94ME (Standard) 36.95
PDV-124ME (Standard).39.95 PDV-184ME (Standard) 49.95
PDVN-64N..27.50 PDVN-124N 34.95 PDVN-184N ..43.95

Minimum Shipping USA (Except AK & HI) $6.95, up to 1 lb. Add 75d for each additional lb. For ins. add 500 per $100. 1998 MN Photo - Video. Prices are valid subject to gigglier prices. Not responsible for typographical errors.



VIDEO and PRO AUDIO VISA

INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

21-5743  212 239-7765
OR FAX 24 HOURS:

47-2215  212 239-7549

HON! ri!!!!EXPRESS

Cards

New Address:
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.)

New York, N.Y. 10001

NewTek
Calibar 3-0z. Pocket -Sized Test Generator

The size of a ball point pen and running on a single battery. Calibar is an NTSC test signal generator that packs a rack
mount's worth of test equipment into a battery operated instrument. Calibar is the fastest, easiest and most portable way
ever to calibrate video equipment. No patch bay racks. Just one cable. So besides giving you fast accurate readings in
the studio, it's perfect for off -site events or trouble -shooting in the field.

 Designed for studio and field operation, it produces 24 test  Tuck Calibar in your pocket and you're ready
pattern functions at the touch of a button. 10 -bit precision to go. Touch the button to generate SMPTE
digital -to -analog conversion assures highly accurate signals. color bars, touch it again to calibrate con-

 Calibar's combination of low cost, portability and full-fea- vergence and so on.
tured operation makes it ideal for broadcast engineers, tele-  With the supplied AC adapter, it also func-
vision production facilities and video post houses. tions as a black burst generator.

ClHhurfa PC-CODI & PC Scribe
Text and Graphics Generator and Video Titling Software

PC-CODI incorporates a broadcast quality encoder and a wide bandwidth
linear keyer for the highest quality, realtime video character generation
and graphics display. A video graphics software engine running under
Windows 95/NT, PC Scribe offers a new approach and cost effective
solution for composing titles and graphics that is ideal for video produc-
tion and display applications. Combined, their a total solution for real-
time character generation with the quality you expect from Chyron.

PC -COD( Hardware:
 Fully-antialiased displays  Display and non -display buffers
 Less than 10 nanosecond effective pixel resolution
 16.7 million color selections  Fast, realtime operations
 Character, Logo and PCX Image transparency
 Variable edges: border, drop shadow and offset
 Full position and justify control of character and row
 User definable intercharacter spacing (squeeze & expand)
 Multiple roll/crawl speeds  Automatic character kerning
 User definable tab/template fields
 Shaded backgrounds of variable sizes and transparency
 Software controlled video timing

PC -Scribe
 Number of fonts is virtually unlimited. Also supports most

international language character sets. Fonts load instantly
and the level of anti-aliasing applied is selectable.

 Adjust a wide range of character attributes. Wide choice of
composition tools.

 Characters, words, rows and fields can color flash
 Character rolls, crawls and reveal modes. Speed is selec-

table and can be auto timed with pauses. Messages can be
manually advanced or put into sequences along with page
transitions.

 User definable
read effects playback; wipes, pushes, fades

 NTSC or PAL sync generator with genlock
 Board addressability for multi -channel applications
 Auto display sequencing  Local message/page memory
 Preview output with safe-title/cursor/menu overlay
 Composite and S -video input with auto-genlock select

Software:
 Multiple preview windows can be displayed simultaneously.
 Transitions effects include: cut, fade, push, w pe reveal,

peel, zoom, matrix, wipe, spiral, split, weave and jitter.
 Import elements to build graphics. This includes OLE

objects, iNFiNiT! RGBA and TGA with alpha channel. Scribe
also imports and exports TIFF, JPEG, PCX, TGA, BMP, GIF,
CLP. ASCII, IMG. SGI, PICT and EPS formats.

PC -COD( and PC -Scribe Bundle 2995.00

TRUEVISIONtAVID

TARGA 1000/MCXpress NT
Professional Video Production Workstation

Incorporating the award -winning TARGA 1000 video card and Avid MCXpress NT non-linear editing software, this fully -config-
ured workstation meets the needs of production professionals, corporate communicators, educators and Internet authors.

TARGA 1000 Features:
The TARGA 1000 delivers high processing speed for video and audio effects. titling and compositing. Capture, edit and play-
back full -motion. full -resolution 60 fields per second digital video with fully synchronized CD -quality audio.

 Compression can be adjusted on the fly to optimize for  Genlock using separate sync input for working in profes-
image quality and/or minimum storage space. Has compos- sional video suites
ite and S -video inputs/outputs. Also available with compo-  Audio is digitized at 44.1KHz or 48KHz sampling rates, for
nent input/output (TARGA 1000 PRO). professional quality stereo sound. Delivers perfectly syn-

chronized audio and video.

MCXpress Features:
The ideal tool for video and multimedia producers who require predictable project throughput and high -quality rest.lts when
creating video and digital media for training, promotional/marketing material, local television and cable commercials, CD-ROM
and InterneUintranet distribution. Based on Avid's industry -leading technology, it combines a robust editing functionality with a
streamlined interface. Offers integration with third -party Windows applications, professional editing features, powerful media
management, title tool and a plug-in effects architecture. It also features multiple output options including so you save time
and money by reusing media assets across a range of video and multimedia projects.

 300 -watt, 6 -Bay Full Tower ATX Chassis
 Pentium ATX Motherboard with 512K Cache
 Pentium II- 300 MHz Processor
 Matrox Millenium II AGP 4MB WRAM Display Card
 64MB 1Ons 168 -Pin (DIMM) S -DRAM
 Quantum Fireball 6.4GB IDE System Drive
 Seagate Barracuda External 9.1GB SCSI -3 Ultra Wide Capture Drive
 Adaptec AHA-2940UW Ultra Wide SCSI -3 Controller Card
 Teac CD -532e 32X EIDE Internal CD-ROM Drive  3.5" Foppy Drive
 Altec-Lansing ACS -48 3 -Piece Deluxe Speaker System
 Viewsonic G771 17 -inch (1280 x 1024) Monitor (0.27mm dot pitch)
 Focus 2001A Keyboard  Microsoft MS Mouse
 Windows NT 4.0 Operating System Software
 Avid MCXpress for Windows NT
 Truevision TARGA 1000 or 1000 Pro Video Capture Card
With TARGA 1000 $7495.00
With TARGA 1000 Pro (component input/output) $7995.00

TARGA 1000/MCXpress Turnkey Systems

Ail

KNOX VIDEO

RS4x4/8x8/1 6x1 6/1 6x8/1 2x2
Video/Audio Matrix Routing Switchers

Knox's family of high performance, 3 -channel routing switchers are extremely ver-
satile, easy -to -use and very affordable. Housed in an ultra -thin rack -
mount chasiss they accept and route (on the vertical interval) vir-
tually any video signal, including off -the -air and non-timebase
corrected video. They also route balanced or unbalanced stereo
audio. The audio follows the video or you can route the audio sep-
arately (breakaway audio). Each of the switchers offers manual
control via front panel operation. They can also be controlled
remotely by a PC, a Knox RS Remote Controller, or by a Knox
Remote Keypad via their RS -232 port. Front panel LEDs indicate the current routed pattern at
all times. Knox switchers are ideal for applications such as studio -feed control and switcher input con-
trol, plus they have an internal timer allowing timed sequence of patterns for surveillance applications as well.

 Accept arid routes virtually any one -volt NTSC or PAL video
signal input to any or all video outputs.

 Accept and route two -volt mono or stereo unbalanced
audio inputs to any or all audio outputs.

 Video and audio inputs can be routed independently , they
don't need to have the same destination.

 Can store and recall preset cross -point patterns. (Not avail-
able on RS12x2.)

 Front panel key -pad operation for easy manual operation.
 Can also be controlled via RS -232 interface with optional

RS Remote Controller or Remote Keypad..
 Front panel LED indicators display the present routing pat-

terns at all times.
 An interral battery rememaers and restores the current

pattern in case of power failure.

 Internal vertical interval switching firmware allows on -air
switching.

 Housed in a thin profile rackmount 1" chassis.
 Also except the RS12x2 are available in S -Video versions

with/without audio.
 Models RS16x8 and RS16x16 are also available in

RGB/component version.
 With optional Remote Video Readout, the RS16x8 and

RS16x16 can display active routes on a monitor at remote
locations, via a composite signal from a BNC connector on
the rear panel.

 The RS4x4, RS8x8 and RS16x16 are also available with
balanced stereo audio. They operate at 660 ohms and han-
dle the full range of balanced audio up to +4 dB with pro-
fessional quick -connect, self-locking, bare -wire connectors.

LEADER
Manufacturing test and measurement equipment for over 40 years, Leader Instruments
is the standard which others are measured against for reliability, performance, and
most important-cost effectiveness,

5860C
WAVEFORM MONITOR

A two -input waveform monitor, the 5860C features
1H, 1V, 2H, 2V, 1 s/div and 2V mag time bases as well
as vertical amplifier response choices of flat, IRE (low
pass), chrome and DIF-STEP. The latter facilitates
easy checks of luminance linearity using the staircase
signal. A PIX MON output jack feeds observed (A or
B) signals to a picture monitor, and the unit accepts
an external sync reference. Built-in calibrator and on -
off control of the DC restorer is also provided.

5850C
VECTORSCOPE

The ideal companion for the
5860C, the 5850C adds
simultaneous side -by -side
waveform and vector monitor-
ing. Featured is an electronically -generated vector scale that precludes
the need for fussy centering adjustments and eases phase adjust-
ments from relatively long viewing distances. Provision is made for
selecting the phase reference from either A or B inputs or a separate
external timing reference.

5100 4 -Channel Component / Composite WAVEFORM
The 5100 handles three channels of component signals, plus a fourth channel for composite signals, in mixed component /
composite facilities. Features are overlaid and parade waveform displays, component vector displays, and automatic bow -tie or
"shark fin" displays for timing checks. Menu -driven options select format (525/60, 625/50, and 1125/60 HDTV), full line -select,
vector calibration, preset front -panel setups and more. On -screen readout of scan rates, line -select, preset numbers. trigger
source, cursor time and volts.

5100D Digital Waveform/Vectorscope
The 5100D can work in component digital as well as component analog facilities (and mixed operations). It provides compre-
hensive waveform, vector. timing and picture monitoring capabilities. Menu driven control functions extend familiar waveform
observations into highly specialized areas and include local calibration control, the ability to show or blank SAV/EAV signals in
both the waveform and picture, the ability to monitor digital signals in GBR or YCbCr form, line select (with an adjustable win-
dow), memory storage of test setups with the ability to provide on -screen labels, flexible cursor measurements. automatic
525/60 arid 625/50 operation and much much more.

5870 Waveform/Vectorscope w/SCH and Line Select
A two -channel Waveform/Vector monitor, the microprocessor -run 5870 permits overlaid waveform and vector displays,
as well as overlaid A and B inputs for precision amplitude and timing/phase matching. Use of decoded R -Y allows rela-
tively high -resolution DG and DP measurements. The 5870 adds a precision SCH measurement with on -screen numerical
readout of error with an analog display of SCH error over field and line times. Full -raster line select is also featured with
on -screen readout of selected lines.. a strobe on the PIX MON output signal to highlight the selected line, and presets for
up to nine lines for routine checks.

5872A Combination Waveform/Vectorscope
All the operating advantages of the 5870, except SCH is deleted (line select retained), making it ideal for satellite work.

5864A Waveform Monitor
A two -input waveform monitor that offers full monitoring
facilities for cameras, VCRs and video transmission links. The
5864A oilers front panel selection of A or B inputs, the choice
of 2H or 2V display with sweep magnification, and flat fre-
quency response or the insertion of an IRE filter. In addition,
a switchable gain boost of X4 magnifies setup to 30 IRE
units. and a dashed graticule line at 30 units on screen facili-
tates easy setting of master pedestal. Intensity and focus are
fixed and automatic for optimum display. Supplied with an
instruction manual and DC power cable.

5854 Vectorscope
A dual channel compact vectorscope, the 5854 provides pre-
cision checkout of camera encoders and camera balance, as
well as the means for precise genlock adjustments for two or
more video sources. Front panel controls choose between A
and B inputs for display and between A and B for decoder ref-
erence. Gain is fixed or variable, with front panel controls for
gain and phase adjustments. A gain boost of 5X facilitates
precise camera balance adjustments in the field. Supplied
with a DC power cable.

Designed for EFP and ENG (electronic field production and electronic news gathering) operations, they feature compact size,
light weight and 12 V DC power operation. Thus full monitoring facilities can be carried into the field and powered from NP -1
batteries, battery belts and vehicle power. Careful thought has been given to the reduction of operating controls to facilitate the
maximum in monitoring options with the operating simplicity demanded in field work.

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
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Multistandard Studio/Field Camera
Hitachi SK -3000 & SK -3000P (portable
version): a multistandard studio camera
that provides simultaneous HDTV and
NTSC outputs; features include a seven-
inch viewfinder and automatic 16:9/4:3
signal conversion; the 1.5Gb/s digital
output from the camera head is brought
to the camera control unit via an optical
fiber cable; in addition to the standard
analog and digital HDTV outputs, the signal is digitally converted to an NTSC
rate (16:9 or 4:3) for the serial digital component and analog outputs; this
camera uses 2,000,000 -pixel CCDs and operates in a 16:9 HDTV format at all
times; 516-921-7200; fax 516-496-3718
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Remote Control Option for Mirage
Sierra Video Systems mini -production switcher control for Mirage: a new
remote -control panel option is available for the Mirage real-time digital image
compositing system; the new panel unveils a small production switcher built
into Mirage; the panel can be used with Mirage's on -screen graphical user
interface and has a trackball mounted in the middle that provides control of all
functions that the mouse can operate in addition to a level arm mode; other
Mirage production features include standard protocol -based editor interface,
auto -transition and look -ahead preview; 530-478-1000; fax 530-478-1105;
www.sierravideo.com; sales@sierravideo.com
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Comprehensive Digital
Conversion S stem
Telect VersaFrame II: this digital
conversion system provides a
comprehensive range of conversion
tools for A -to -D, D -to -A,
component, composite and
countless other applications; it
features architecture that is easy to
use and easily expandable for future
growth; individual modules simply
dock in the chassis allowing users to
customize a conversion system;
www.telect.com; 800-551-4567
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Serial Digital and
Analog Video
Converters
Ensemble Designs Serial Box V: a
serial digital component to analog
converter that allows you to convert
both video and key in one package; it
features gen-lock reference and
timing control, as well as 4:2:2:4,
4:4:4 and 4:4:4:4 support;
applications include telecine,
traditional chroma keying and virtual
sets; the gen-lock reference input and
full timing controls make it easy to
integrate with all types of equipment;
530-478-1830; fax 530-478-1832
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Real-time Platform For
Windows NT
Matrox DigiSuite: a dual -stream
real-time digital media creation
platform for Windows NT that
features an advanced real-time
feature set and the highest M-JPEG
data rates on the market; two DVE
processors provide high -quality
scaling, sub -pixel motion effects
and full proc amp controls for two
video stream or graphics with
alpha; www.matrox.com/video;
video.infomatrox.com
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Lighting Equipment
Cool -Lux COOL -Brick: the new
and improved Brick is designed so
that there is no recessed pin to wear
out and the casing opens so it is
capable of recell servicing for years
of use; a key optional feature is a
specially lighted panel on the front
of the COOL -Brick that can display
the broadcast organization's name;
a master on/off switch governs the
COOL -Brick so it will not discharge
even when attached to the camera;
the COOL -Brick is available in 13.2
and 14.4 voltages; 805-482-4820;
fax 805-482-0736
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Automated Video
Signal Monitors

Magni Systems AVM 510 N and T
versions: these new versions of the
AVM series offer the capability of
unattended error detection and
reporting of non-linear distortions
and depth of modulation signal
parameters; for on -site monitoring,
errors can be logged with time/data
stamps; for remote site monitoring,
both measurements and waveforms
can be retrieved with Magni
LOGBOOK II software; the
monitors support live video signal
monitoring; out -of -limit conditions
are flagged by the Smart Guard
display and can be logged on a PC
file or printed to a hard copy with a
time/date or VITC time -code
reference stamp; 800-237-5964;
503-615-1900; fax 503-615-1999;
sales@magnisystems.com;
www.magnisystems.com
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Digital Set -Top Boxes
TV/COM TVC-3000 series: this
series of Hyundai digital set -top
boxes are in integral part of TV/
VOM's end -to -end digial MPEG-2/
DVB network solution; the set -top
boxes provide a low-cost decoding
platform for digital video, audio and
data services; they are MPEG-2 and
DVB compliant and include virtual
channels, teletextsubtitling/closed
captioning, subscriber messaging,
software downloadabilty and afull
set of diagnostics; an electronic
program guide (EPG) is included, as
well as standard industry parental
control, favorite channel and clock
features; 619-618-350-0; fax
619-618-3550
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Visual Asset Manager
Odetics Bowser: this system stores
highly compressed proxies of all
on-line and archive video material;
its on-line storage capabilities can
be increased to thousands of hours
and support hundreds of users; a
near -online storage option allows
for the storage and retrieval of an
unlimited amount of video data
from data -tape storage; all of the
material stored by Bowser is frame
accurate for precise timing,
trimming and cueing; a browsing
copy of material can be created by
automatically shadowing normal
dubbing operations; 714-774-2200;
fax 714-780-7594
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Audio and Video
Routing Systems
NVISION processing modules: new
series of audio and video signal
processing modules; DA4010 AES
DA; DA4030 dual AES A/D
converter; SG4410 master digital
audio reference generator; SD4110
digital video DA; enVY router
control system, NT -based provides
customized interfaces; 530-265-
1010; fax 530-265-1000;
www.nvisionl.com
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Passive Switchers

Multidyne SW -5S and SW -10S:
these video and stereo audio passive
switchers allow users to select one of
five and 10 video and stereo audio
sources, respectively; unselected
video inputs are terminated in 7511;
unselected audio input are
terminated into 60004 the SW -5S
features 12 XLR audio connectors
and six BNC video connectors; the
SW -10S features quick -release,
pluggable, screw terminal audio
connectors and 11 BNC video
connectors; both are available in
tabletop and rack -mount
configurations; 800-4TV-TEST; 516-
671-7278; fax 516-671-3362
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ADVERTISER INDEX

Advertiser Page Number
Reader
Service Number

Advertiser
Hotline Advertiser Page Number

Reader
Service Number

Advertiser
Hotline

Anton/Bauer 21 29 800-422-3473 Multidyne Electronics 38 25 800-4-TVTEST
B&H Photo - Video 44-47 3,9 212-239-7500 Nucomm Inc. 22 30 908-852-3700
Castle Transmission 39 14 Odetics, Inc. 37 24 800-243-2001
Comstream Corporation 10 11 Pathlight Technology Inc. 30 42 607-266-4000
Digital Transport Systems 28 40 619-675-1410 Professional Audio Supply 40 16 903-737-8478
Divi Com 23 35 408-944-6700 PTV 14 18, 70-75 201-529-2188
Evertz Microsystems Ltd. 33 33 416-335-3700 RGB Spectrum 32 32 510-814-7000
Frezzonlini Electronics Inc. 12 13 201-427-1160 Ross Video Ltd. 19 27 613-652-4886
Fujinon, Inc. 5 6 973-5600 Ross Video Ltd. 43 8 613-652-4886
Gepco 38 26 312-733-9555 Scitex Digital Video, Inc 15 19 650-599-3081
Hamlet Video International Ltd .. 35 21 494-775-850 Sencore 31 31 800-SENCORE
Harmonic Lightwaves 16 20 800-730-4099 Shively Labs 36 23 207-647-3327
Harris Corp/Broadcast Div. 3 2 606-282-4800 Systems Wireless Ltd. 26 38 703-471-7887Itelco S.P.A.20 28, 65-69 Telex Communications, Inc. 29 41, 76-79 800-392-3497
Leader Instruments Corp. 9 47-51 800-645-5104 Videotek, Inc. 49 4, 60-64 800-800-5719
Lectrosonics 41 15 800-821-1121 Wheatstone Corporation 2 1 919-638-7000
Leitch Incorporated 50 5 800-231-9673 Winsted Corporation 24 36, 43-46 800-559-6691
LEL Computer Systems 36 22 561-347-2242 Wohler Technologies, Inc. 27 52-59 415-589-5676
Louth Automation 13 17 415-843-3665 Zandar Technologies 34 34
Major Technologies Inc. 7 7 905-890-6338 360 Systems 11 12 818-991-0360
Miranda Technologies Inc. 25 37 514-333-1772
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ADVERTISEMENT

DM -100
Palm -sized demodulator is
a 154 -channel utility
demodulator with video
and stereo audio outputs,
and a variety of power
choices (including 120
VAC, 12 VDC and -48
VDC) . A system feature
included in the DM -100 is
a rear panel switch that
locks the front panel,
preventing any accidental
front panel adjustments.
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BTSC400
Aural stereo demodulator,
decodes 4.5 MHz or aural
composite into left, right,
and SAP. At a small
fraction of the price of a
full stereo modulation
monitor, this 1/3 RU unit
is at home in cable
headends, broadcast
facilities, and anywhere
else stereo audio is
required.
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TVM-821D
Serial digital waveform/
vectorscope with analog
audio inputs for all 601
production and post
production applications.
With buttons and knobs
instead of menus or
hidden function buttons,
the powerful TVM-821D
with 12 bit processing is
simple to operate and fits
anywhere that controls
need to be accessible at
all times.
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RS -12D
Family of single bus serial digital routers with looping video
inputs. The RS -12D lets you monitor signals and then redirect
them - without signal degradation. Standard features include
twelve looping video inputs, two 601 outputs, high -quality
relegendable switches, serial communications, remote and GPI
ports, joy stick override, and the ability to pass embedded audio.
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SDR Series
Family of matrix routers for serial digital and analog video and
audio. The SDR series features a unique control system that is
easy to understand and easy to use. Programmable alpha -
numerics and a unique FROM/TO control scheme keep things
simple for experts and novices alike.

Circle 60 Free Info Card
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MULTI -FORMAT MONITOR

PATENT PENDING

The VRI-200 family features high -resolution images at a winning price!
The award -winning VTM-200 Multi -Format

On -Screen Monitor family combines crisp waveform,
vector, audio, and picture displays on one low-cost
SVGA monitor. This ingenious package allows ea:th
high -resolution quadrant to be expanded to
full -screen.

Members of the VTM-200 family feature different
combinations of analog composite (NTSC or PAL) video
inputs, 601 serial digital (525 or 625) video inputs and
Component Analog Video inputs. Both of the versatile
audio options display levels and phase differences on
up to four AES stereo pairs and four analog stereo
pairs, and one option monitors embedded digital
audio. The audio bar -graph has a wide dynamic range
and user selectable resolution and ballistics.

A Lnique ZOOM feature allows ultra -accurate set
up and measurement of black, white, and audio
reference levels.

Whether your facility is NTSC, PAL, multi -format,
serial digital, or in transition, the VTM-200 family is
dearly the whining choice for all your on -screen
test and measurement needs.

Cal today to find Jut more about this and other
winning next -generation solutions from Videotek.

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design,
Smart Price...That's Videotek.

=VIDEOTEIC Five Year Warranty

am A Zero Deeds Company ISO -9001 Certified

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 Toll Free: (800) 80D-5719 (610) 327-2292 Fax: (610) 327-9295
Visit us on the Worldwide Web: www.videotek.com
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THE BEST VIDE fit!
IN THE BUSINESS JUST.MOWD

UP IN THE WORLD; -D

Technically speaking there's no better broadcast video server
than ASC's VR300TM With 1 Gb/sec bandwidth, it serves up to
24 simultaneous channels and 96 hours of online digital storage.

FIBREDRIVE. ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD.

The VR300 is the only on -air server with FibreDrive;" ASC's
exclusive Fibre Channel technology. FibreDrive is the only
server architecture that gives all users true simultaneous
random access to Fibre Channel RAID storage.

SERVE UP FASTER, BETTER LOOKING NEWS.

For a completely tapeless newsroom, ntegrate the VR300
with ASC's NEWSFlashT," a powerful full -featured

USA & Canada call (888) 843-7004

news editing solution. Record satellite feeds, edit news stories,
and play directly to air - all at the same time with the same
media. No tapes. No local buffers. No file transfers.

THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED VIDEO SERVER
IS NOW PART OF THE LEITCH FAMILY.

Recently, ASC's innovative server technologies became part of
the Leitch family of digital broadcast solutions. Now the leader
in video servers is backed up by Leitch's global support
network and world -class customer service.

ASC and Leitch. The best just got better. Visit us on the web at
www.leitch.com/asc.

A LEITCH COMPANY International call (416) 445-9640
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